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NOTICES.

The Conference of the Eastern Division meets in New York

City on Tuesday, February 22, 1898. For further particulars
address Frederick D. Kennedy, 1034 Bloomfleld St., Hoboken, N. Y.

The Conference of the Northern Division will meet in Cleveland

in May; the exact date is not yet fixed. The Editor will direct

correspondents wishing further information to William S. Couch,
845 Fairmont St., Cleveland, Ohio.

The petition spoken of in one of the editorials of this issue has

been granted. Very shortly the men at the University of California
will be initiated. The petition contains fourteen names and is

cordially indorsed by President Babcock and by committees repre

senting both the alumni and undergraduates of our Stanford

chapter.

The delay in this issue of The Rainbow is due to the severity
of the recent storm which practically paralyzed business in this sec

tion of the country. The Magazine was on the press when the

electric current was cut off, and the motor was at a stand-still for

three days.
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Vol. XXI. March, J898. No. 3.

THE INSTALLATION OF THE BETA OMEGA

CHAPTER.

It is quite as true of a chapter as it is of the individual

man, that it is not good for it to be alone, and it was just
because the Beta Rho chapter was both alone, and very far off,
in its Pacific coast world, that the Fraternity has long been

anxious to give it a worthy companion at the University of

California. Indeed the grant of the charter to the Beta Rho
was conditioned upon the probability of early establishing a

chapter at the older institution on the other side of the Bay.
A year ago this probability seemed far from realization, but

the consummation of the wise and far-sighted plans laid when

the Stanford chapter was founded was reached in the installa
tion of the Beta Omega chapter at the University of California,
Feljruary the fifth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight.

The rivalries between Stanford and California were laid

aside. Thoughts of the cardinal and of the blue and gold were

forgotten under the banner of purple, gold and white. The

offer by the Beta Rho of her house, her "team" and her

services in caring for the banquet, was accepted, and the men

from Berkeley marched fearlessly into the territory of their

dearest foe. In the most approved and generous fashion they
were " taken in " by the chapter and the Fraternity. Rarely if
ever has a new chapter been given an initiation liner in every-
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thing that makes for convenience and impressiveness. Instead

of an improvised hall rented for the purpose, instead of a

hotel or club where almost eveiy object betrayed its alien use,

the brothers and half-brothers gathered in the elegant home of

the Beta Rho chapter in Palo Alto, in the completely equipped
chapter hall of which the fourteen men were instructed in the

secrets and principles of Delta Tau Delta, under the guidance
of K. C. Babcock, Frank F. Rogers and George H. Busch,
aided by five other members of the Beta Rho. When the
formal initiation was over, and the new Deltas had been made
to feel by the hearty grips of the older men that they were

brothers, all, with unity of purpose and ideal, the fellows

trooped down to the dining room and spacious hall to the
tables daintily bedecked with pansies and smilax, there to

receive a second and informal decree in the high-minded good
fellowship of the ban(iuet hour, a degree in whose conferring
the Beta Rho is almost without rival in the Fraternity.

Thirty-nine Deltas made up the company, thirty-three of
them being actives. Owing to the limited accommodations of
the house, only a few outside invitations were issued, but

though the number of alumni was small, it was highly repre
sentative. There was no founder of the Fraternity to gi-ace
the occasion, but Captain E. E. Ewing, Beta '64, was so near

one that the difference was not material. The presence of a
man who belonged to the Beta chapter in 1862, leaving it to
earn his captaincy in the Union Army, was an inspiration. It
was like the times when men sat in privileged places in the
Karneas and heard Prof. J. S. Lowe, and Dr. Robert Robin
son tell the story of the Genesis of Delta Tau Delta, and at the
same time in themselves illustrate the value and vitality of the
ideals of the Fraternity. It is interesting to note that Captain
Ewing wore the same badge that he had in '62. Dr. E. E.

Kelley, Xi '80, was another San Francisco man who made the

pilgrimage to Palo Alto and by becoming again one of the
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boys, showed them the admirable kind of men which Delta
Tau has been making all along. K. C. Babcock was present
in a double capacity, an alumnus of far away Beta Eta in

Minneapolis, and a member of the Arch Chapter, while Hugh
H. Brown and J. Mason Ross, two of the fathers of the Beta

Rho, and Herman Jauss, Beta Pi '96, completed the contin

gent of alumni. The men forming the Beta Omega Chapter
were : '98, Fred R. Fairchild, George U. Moyse, Gilbert J.
Rector, Philip R. Thayer; '99, D. Raymond Curtiss, Percy
W. Hall, Wayne McCloud, Thomas W. McPherson, Earle C.

Swan; '00, Herbert W. Bailey, Percival Dolman, Maxwell L.
McCollough, Ernest W. Oliver; '01, Edwin Merritt Rector.

The second part of the banquet consisted of the following
toaSts, liberally interspersed with cheers of colleges and classes,
and with music :

Toastmaster� Kendric Charles Babcoek, Beta Eta '89.
" The Course of Empire," Hugh H. Brown, Beta Rho '96.
" The Work is Finished� but we rest not," Fred R. Fairchild, Beta

Omega '98.
" When Greek Meets Greek," George H. Francis, Beta Rho '98.

"Rah! Rah! Stanford!" Harry W. Durrell, Beta Rho '99.
" Ila ! Ha ! Ha! California ! " Gilbert J. Rector, Beta Omega '98.

"An Infant Crying in the Night," Maxwell L. McCollough, Beta
Omega '00.

" Delta Tau Delta," Frank Fowler Rogers, Beta Rho '99.

After the indispensable walk around and rousing render

ing of Fraternity and University yells, the company broke up.
The memorable and delightful evening was a part of Delta

history, and its influence a part of the lives of fourteen new

Deltas. The long, manly struggle had culminated in the trans

formation of the petitioners into brothers, with a clear title to

the coveted and responsible name. They have passed the

severest ordeal to which any petitioners had ever been

submitted, and the Fraternity had added a chapter of bright,
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earnest, energetic men, to uphold and advance its interests in
the Golden State. The event was officially made known by an
engraved announcement sent in the name of the Arch Chapter
to the officers and chapters of the Fraternity, and to the chap
ters of other fraternities represented at Stanford and Cali
fornia.

Kendric Charles Babcock.
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THE SCORCHER.*

It seems to me that the bicycle scorcher may be taken as

the type of a certain class of men among us known as mere

money getters.
The scorcher is conscious of nothing but the road before

him. He enjoys nothing but the hum of his wheel. He
dashes to the top of the hill and sees nothing of the sublime

panorama spread out before him. Down he goes into the cool
and refreshing shadows of the valley, conscious of nothing but
the accelerated speed he gains by the descent. In the level
road below he pedals on with all his strength, to store momen

tum for the ascent beyond. Overmurmuring brooks ; through
scented fields ; past marsh and meadow ; past moss-covered
rocks and vine-clad fences ; past herds of peaceful cattle or

grazing sheep ; past cjuaint and picturesque rural homesteads
� seeing nothing. He hears no song of birds, no murmur of

the brooks, no music of the trees ; hears nothing but the hum

of his wheel.
But "he gets there," you say. Yes, he gets there as

your over-worked lawyer or broker or merchant gets there.

He has made his hundred miles, or his million dollars, but he

has seen little by the way. He is tired and hot, sleepy and

stupid. His mind is a blank and he has no pleasure in any

thing but the markings of his cyclometer. He has little to

say unless on the way he has taken a header or had a puncture.
I am a rider and a lover of the wheel myself, but against

the scorcher, whether on the road or on the road to fortune, I

plead and protest. The scorcher never pauses to consider

* Toast delivered at the Karnea Banquet, Chicago, August 27, 1S97.
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what will be there when he gets there. His sole desire is to

annihilate distance. That is the sum of his happiness. Dis

tance is the space between a starting and a finishing point,
whether it be measured in miles or the daj'S alloted to us, and

God in his mercy has lined this distance with an infinite

variety of beauty. He has planted by the wayside the wide

spreading oak and elm with their inviting shade. Ivies and

wild roses and the dancing daffodils and yellow daisies spring-
up by every path. The brook babbles its lullaby and the

wind murmurs through the trees its restful songs. These are

on the wayside for the traveler whether afoot or awheel.
And so is life itself environed. From the cradle to the

grave is love �ith all the tender relations which spring out of
it. But the scorcher cannot be the lover whom all the world
loves. There must be time for long blissful silences with now

and then the glance of an eye or the lingering touch of a soft
hand. The scorcher has no time for such trifles. If he makes
love it must be on the tandem. If he sings to his sweetheart
his song must be attuned to the hum of the wheels of his bike
or his business.

And here is the world of art, of books, of romance and

poetry. There should be time to read and revel in the fancies
of the story-teller. To travel with him over the unknown
seas. To sit beside him at his feasts and enjoy the hospitality
of his "Castles in Spain." To meet and converse with his
heroes and to follow out the life threads of his plots.

Again we should give ourselves the pleasures of the sea

sons as they pass. The scorcher on his wheel or in his trolley
scarcely sees Spring's green carpet being spread upon the wintry
fields and knows nothing of the bursting bud upon the tree or

vine. When Summer comes he feels the heat and curses the
dust that blows in his face, but has no eye for the golden har
vest fields. In the fall the cooler air gives him vigor and
fresh hope that he may out-do himself, but there are no autumn
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tints on the trees and for him no purple mists rise out of the

valley. After all, how much happier is Riley's Hoosier, who
declares,

."Tell you what I like the best.

Long about knee deep in June,
'Bout the time strawberries melts
On the vine� some afternoon

Like to jes git out and rest

And not work at nothin' else.'"

The men who live long and have a happy old age are they
who in season quit their business, shoulder a gun or a fishing-
rod and spend the day in the forest or by the stream where

there is no worry and no hurry. They let the scorcher over

take and pass them and have the sense to say :

" Let us rest here a bit.

Worry ! wave your hand at it ;

Kiss your finger tips and smile

It farewell a little while."

It is not the least advantage of fraternal reunions such as this

that they furnish rest and shade and joy and call men away
from dust and toil.

It is evident from the very way in which the money metals,
gold and silver, are hidden away in the barren and remote

corners of the earth, that they are not the things meant for

our worship or our plea.sure. Imagine yourself with untold

wealth in some bleak canyon of the Klondike. What would

be the supreme wish and desire of your heart? Green grass
and running brooks and flowers and spreading trees, balmy
air, the music of birds and in short the pleasures of the chang
ing seasons of our temperate zone. These are the true sources

of our pleasure and yet the scorcher ignores them, with his eye

glued to his cyclometer or the footings of his invoice. How

ever, even nature in this commercial age is not always free to

us. Last week in the Catskill Mountains I tramped a mile to
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show my little girl a water-fall that was turned on when you

paid a quarter.
In business, time and space have become so precious that

the old conventional forms of politeness are abandoned. There

is no time for inquiry as to the health or happiness of a friend

you meet. "Your obedient servant" at the close of a letter

has been packed into " Yrs." Noon lunch is reduced to a bite

and a gulp ; correspondence to ciphers ; the day closes with a

rush for our wheels, and the journey home is often a race with

some new woman answering to Kipling's familiar description,
"A rag, a bone, and a hank of hair."

Philadelphia alone retains the old standards. The greatest
magnate offers a pleasant word of welcome or at parting. There

seems to be time for all the amenities of life, and yet in no

other city is there such a general average of comfort and pros

perity. How different the method in Chicago. Here business
is done in such haste and hustle that when you go into one of

these great office buildings and see the people moving about

pell-mell and almost breathless, you involuntarily look for a

fire-escape. I understand that some tenants insist, that while
the elevators may be necessary for going up, open spaces
should be left provided with nets or pneumatic cushions at the
bottom so that time could be saved by simply jumping down.
Of course we all enjoy the stories at the expense of the good
old Quaker City. It is said that when bicycles were introduced
in Philadelphia that an ordinance was passed requiring wheel
men to change their sprockets to the back wheel so as to reduce
the speed to the average gait of the town. If it is possible, I
think Philadelphia too conservative and too far behind the
times. On a recent visit there, I looked about for some play
at the theatre and saw a bill-board reading, ' ' Sothern� Last
Week."

But my protest against the scorcher, whether on the road,
in business, or in politics, does not end with the statement of
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the evils that befall those who try to follow his pace. He is
the embodiment of selfishness and greed. He demands the

right of way and has no hesitation in running down the one

who happens to be in his path. Nor has he time to look back
to learn the extent of the injury he may have inflicted. His

only philosophy is that of the survival of the fittest. He argues
that all men are born free and equal and that the open road is

before them all alike. Now and then some thoughtful man like

Bellamy arises and points out that this freedom results only in
the right to produce more inequality by which the rich grow
richer and the poor poorer.

It is true that your business scorcher now and then breaks

away for a day of recreation, but he has no heart in it and no

taste for the feasts which he is able to buy. He travels abroad
� on a schedule� regardless of expense, but with little knowl

edge of the things he sees. I met such a traveler in one of

the exquisite medieval churches in old Scotland. The rich

light from the old stained windows shed a glory through the

nave and seemed to touch with gold the delicate tracery of the

carved marble columns supporting the high arched roof. The

old sexton in the reverent tone which told of his love of the

beautiful church pointed out where Cromwell's soldiers in their

insane hate of Catholic symbols and the beautiful work of the

sculptor had ruthlessly torn down the priceless statues of the

Virgin and broken into fragments many of the matchless

marble carvings on the walls. " Cromwell," asked the fellow,
with a yawn,

" Who was Cromwell anyway?" In the little

quiet graveyard near his beloved Rydal Water lies the dust of

the poet Wordsworth, marked only by the simplest slab. Here

was another who inquired, " And what did he do? It could

not have been much or they would have given him a monu

ment." At Interlaken, in the heart of the Swiss Alps, at the

.sunset hour, when the mountains in the foreground are clothed

in deep purple tints and the beautiful Bride of the Alps, the
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snow-clad Jungfrau, lifts her head to the setting sun for a pai-t-
ing kiss that suffuses her virgin face with blushes of indescrib
able beauty, 1 turned to see another traveler scanning the .stock

reports in the Paris edition of the New York Herald. At

Florence hangs Raphael's Madonna of the Chair, a picture so

full of soul and ineffable sweetness that the art students of the
world register their names and wait patiently for seven years
their turn to sit before it and vainly struggle for a copj'� and

yet before this supreme masterpiece of genius the scorcher

pauses only long enough to hear the statement of his guide,
that Vanderbilt's offer of a half a million dollars for the picture
was declined with scorn.

It is of such men as these that Kipling writes,
" And little folK of little soul

Rise uj) to buy and sell again."

They are akin to the Vandals who in some mountain-pass mar

the beauty of a majestic hanging rock with a sign of " Beeman's
Pepsin Gum "

or scratch their petty unknown names on some

great monument of art.
Who is so miserable, if not contemptible, as the merely

rich man? His real position is illustrated by the story of Mr.
Michael McCarty of New York. ^Mike was a ward heeler by
trade, and incidentally a contractor, and suddenly found himself
rich. A friend advised him to go down to Delmonico's and
learn to eat like a swell. So Mike went down and astonished
the well bred gentleman who came up to wait on him by demand

ing, "A swell feed, and niver mind the cost, me boy." The
waiter understood his business and gave the order for a course

dinner. He came back with a cup of bouillon. When his
back was turned Mike took up the cup and drank its contents
in a single gulp. Next came a plate of shrimps which were

dispatched shells and all. When the third course,� a decora
ted .salad� was set before him, Mike looked up and exclaimed,
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" Look here, ye spalpeen, I drunk ycr dirty water and I swal-
lered yer pink bugs, but I'll be doinmed if I'll ate yer bouquet
� I'm no goat."

This maybe an extreme case ; but what is a beautiful home,
what are statuary and paintings, music and books, what are

flowers and sloping lawns and long vistas over hills and running
streams? What even is the love of a wife, or the laughter of
children to the man who cares only for business, whose only
pleasure is in the pursuit of wealth, whose health is shattered
and who has nothing in common with the slow-paced rational

people who love their fire-sides, their friends, their fraternal
associations, their books and all that art and nature offer.

How truly Riley writes,

" There's nothio' more pathetiker
Than just a bein' rich."

And yet too many of us mount our wheels, our trolleys,
our annihilators and hazard happiness and life itself to follow

blindly the pace of these scorchers who rob us of our pleasures
by the way and scorn us if we fail to " get there;"

Let us rather stop by the wayside, if y^ou please. Let us

take time for books and pictures and art in every form. For

the joys of the home ; for the childrens' evening hour ; time

for the Delta meetings such as this that keep fresh and green
our dearest friendships. Let us take time to muse over the

embers of a hearthstone fire. In season watch the frolics of

the sprites dancing upon the silver foam that breaks upon the

shore, " down by the far sounding sea." ' Catch if we can the

subtle strains of music that float in upon the soul from the

myriad harps of forest trees. Ruskin shall not plead with us

in vain to lift our eyes from the pavement and the counter and

look up to see the ever varying and majestic panorama of the

clouds.
The great composers of books and music, the poets.
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painters and sculptors, whose noble work we turn from in our

restlessness, are the men among us whose souls are tuned to

these sweet mysteries of the earth and the air, and they shall
be our guides. With them we will stop by the wayside and
learn to catch the music in all nature,

" In the low stir of leaves
And the dip of oars

And lapsing waves,
On quiet shores."

Alfred F. Potts.
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THE CHICAGO ALUMNI BANQUET.

The eighteenth annual dinner of the Chicago Alumni
Association of the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity was held at the

University Club, Friday evening, Februaiy 25th.

Following so close the great Karnea banquet of lastAugust,
a local alumni gathering might easily suffer in a comparison
with that other and larger event ; yet the Alumni dinner was a

surprise and delight to those fortunate enough to be present.
The exquisiteness of the banquet appointments, the high quality
of the toasts given, and the genuine and hearty fellowship felt

and displayed made it an occasion of sincere pleasure and
mutual felicitation.

About 6.30, the fraters began to gather in the Club parlors.
There were alumni old and recent, from far and near, and a

few undergraduates ; and the minutes allotted for an informal

reception were busily spent in exchange of fraternal greetings.
Finally the enticing strains of a mandolin orchestra on the floor

above formed the fraters in procession up the stairway to the

banquet-hall than which for such an occasion a more suitable

place could hardly be found, with its walls decorated with the

insignia and names of the great colleges and universities dear

to the hearts of the assembled collegians. The tasteful dress

ing of the banquet-tables with a profusion of cut flowers, and
the reflection of bright purple of the Fraternity colors in the

table crystal, lent added brilliancy to the scene. A most excel

lent menu was served with the usual taste for which the

University Club is noted, and about nine o'clock chairs were

tilted back and the fraters listened to one of the best programs

given for several years at an " Annual."
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Our genial President, W. H. Mahan, Upsilon prime '76,
presided as Toast-master. H^'s opening remarks and happy
introduction of topic and personality of each speaker were

features of the program. His reputation for repartee did not

suffer, though severely tested by a running fire of raillery to
which a tableful of Delts of old Illinois mercilessly subjected
their "suffering" brother and college-mate.

The Rev. Ernest Wray Oneal, Xi '85, the first speaker of
the evening, responded to the toast, "D A K ,"
and delighted all with his masterly oration on this mystic and

beautiful sentiment. Prof. Justin N. Study, Mu '71, to whom

was first assigned this topic, met with an unfortunate accident

the day before wliich prevented his being present at the ban

quet. Appropriate resolutions were voted by the Association
to be forwarded to Brother Study.

The next toast, "Our College Loves," was cleverly pre
sented by Dr. Frank G. Wieland, Eta '90. With a fund of

good stories the speaker opened confidences with his hearers
and then, challenging denial from the most unsentimental
frater present, recalled tender memories of a certain sweet

womanhood which in the experience of many had been a center

of much romance of their college lives� the Delt girl, loyal
and true. One of the striking epigrams uttered was, "To love
woman is natural : to raise her acquaintance to the dignity of

friendship is almost divine."
The topic, "The Spirit of the True Greek," had been

given Brother E. J. Henning, Beta Gamma '94, but at a late
moment he was unavoidably detained and the vacancy very
acceptably filled by Brother J. W. Mauck, Kappa '75. To
the ti-ue Greek were assigned by the speaker the many attri
butes that make up the manly collegian and warm-hearted

frater, whose aspirations like those of the true Delta were high
and noble and who lived and labored for the beautiful and the

good.
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The Rev. D. A. Hayes, S. T. B., Mu '84, answered to
the toast, " Fraters and Fraternity." Brother Hayes' original
treatment of this old topic and his unique recounting of the

good his own Fraternity had done for him were thoroughly
enjoj^able. A listening frater had difficulty to believe that the
reverend speaker, who is a divinity professor as well, could
have been guilty of the numerous pranks he confessed. To
such heights of eloquence did Brother Hayes rise while describ

ing the paragon of womanly grace and loveliness in the person
of a Delta girl who had fascinated his freshman affections that
Brother Adkinson, an old war-horse of the Alumni Associa

tion, could not restrain a hearty "Hurrah," in which burst of
enthusiasm he was warmly seconded by the generous applause
of the delighted fraters.

"The Frater plus the Man," the last topic on the pro-

grain, was ably considered by the Rev. L. A. Crandall, D.D.,
Kappa '73. Brother Crandall's toast was scholarly, compre
hensive and full of dbnviction. He, scarcely more than the

preceding speakers not of the pulpit, dwelt on the moral

qualities that underlie sound character which is the substructure
of Deltaism and of real and enduring brotherhood.

Contrary to the usual custom the banquet did not wind up
with a Choctaw "walk-round," but instead the balance of the

evening was spent in singing old Delt .songs and in royal
exchange of good fellowship'! and fraternal experience, and

when the gathering broke up at a late hour the eighteenth
reunion of the Chicago Alumni Association was voted a

memorable success.

Edward B. Witwer.
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LUNA'S SECRET.

Who in\ented the entertainment known as a picnic and
when it first originated I have j^et to learn. But if we could
find the man and learn enough data to make a suitable inscrip
tion it would surely be the duty of all lovers of pleasure to

unite in erecting a handsome monument to his memory as one

of the greatest benefactors to poor, toiling, hard-woi'ked
humankind. The source of the word� " piquer, nique,"
"piquenique" suggests a French origin, but if there were no

picnics in the garden of Eden it was only because it took more

than two to make one� though some people will no doubt

deny the latter statement. At any rate, I should say to those
who are pondering the best method of enjovTnent� go on a

picnic ; and if you want to go on the best kind of a picnic, go
at three o'clock some bright summer day and return about

midnight by the light of the moon. Of course, to have the
best possible time the trip should be made in wagons with just
enough hay in the bottom to suggest how comfortable it might
be if the hay were only cusliions ! You may not see why this
should be, but everyone will tell you so� even those who
have themselves tried it and found it otherwise I

Picnicing has enough arguments in general to fully estab
lish its ' ' raison d'etre," Vmt when I have told you of the specially
good thing accomplished by the particular picnic I have in
mind I am sure you will agree with me that it is a very laudable
and praiseworthy amusement. At the time of which I am

speaking, our chapter of good old Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
decided to depart from the usual custom of an annual banquet
or reception and treat our lady friends on the mountain to a

picnic. Sewanee is the one place of all the world for a picnic
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and the only trouble here is not to find a suitable place, but to
make the best choice from so many. In this case we were well
advised and in choosing " Picturescjue Tennessee" all who went

will agree that we chose the best. A bountiful supply of the
usual picnicing refreshments was provided, with enough of the

sparkling fluid to gladden the hearts and loosen the tongues
without swelling the heads of all. Four wagons were engaged,
which, whatever else may be said of them, were certainly ideal

wagons of their kind and for that purpose. To make a long
story short, about eighteen couples found themselves after a

ride of five miles, accompanied by two men and a boy, clouds
of dust and much jolting, safely deposited at one of the most

delightful views of the Cumberland plateau. I will not stop to

introduce to you all of those who made up the party, but there
were just two whom we shall find particularly interesting, and
their names aie Mr. Jack Tardus and Miss Grace Constant.
Of course those are not their real names, but after I have told

you what I intend you will not wonder why I have used

them.
Jack was an old Sewanee boy and, like most Sewanee

boys according to the last census, was "head over heels" in

love with Miss Grace. (Of course I don't mean that all

Sewanee boys were in love with Miss Grace, though she was

quite popular, but Jack was� there was no doubt about that.)
She, however, seemed to receive all his attentions with indif

ference. The summer was fast going. Commencement -had come

and gone, the new term had just begun, and the poor boy was

almost in despair. Sunday after Sunday he had looked down

from his seat in the ' ' synagogue
"

upon the fair faces in the

rear of the chapel in the hope of receiving at least a smile in

return, but always he had found her either looking elsewhere

or deeply occupied in her devotions. And then he had taken

a medal and his degree, and left the " synagogue" to sit back

among the post-graduates, and as he adjusted his new hood
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that next Sunday morning he thought�" Surely she will not

refuse me now. I must put an end to this suspense the next

opportunity I have." But when it came, he didn't have the

courage. Fortune gave him another chance, but again he was

afraid to make the venture. It was not that Jack was a dull

boy. He was just slow, and then, so much depended upon it,
and suppose she should say no I Why, she wasn't even a Delta

and all his efforts to make her change had been fruitless.

Time and again he had offered her his badge, pointed out the

good qualities of our crowd and taken the fellows around to

see her. But her refusal didn't make him mad. Oh, no. He

loved her too well for that. " See how firm she is I What a

splendid character I Won't she be loyal to the man she loves ! "

he said. And so things had gone on up to the time of the
Delta picnic.

The view from the point was grand indeed and thej'
stopped there for a while, but the sound of a water-fall allured
them and they started out to find it. They didn't find the
water-fall ^� that was far up the ravine and they both thought
it too rough climbing ; but they did find a lovely little nook

just at the foot of- the huge pile of rocks on top of which
some of the other picnicers were preparing lunch, and here
their tele-d-tete was sweet and undisturbed . Poor Jack's heart
was thumping so he thought she'd hear it, but to his imagination
she seemed as indifferent as ever and he talked of everything
else but love. The call for supper sounded and they scrambled
up the rocks.

After supper the loyal Deltas gathered round to raise the
Delta songs and yells. She could not join in these and would
not sing her own. So, unobserved, they wandered off again
and stopped at another point of the rock not far away. The
yells were finished and the boys were building a great bon-fire
which lit trees, rocks and canons with strange, fantastic glare.
A smooth space on the flat rock was cleared, the soft strains of
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a violin floated out upon the air, and soon the merry crowd was

tripping the old Virginia Reel. Shouts and laughter waked

the echoes, the black shadows of the dancers flitted weirdly
among the softly-sighing pine trees, the bright sparks went

shooting heavenward amid the curling smoke, joyous faces

beamed happily as the light flashed full upon them, and even

the cliffs and valleys and the gently rolling hills beliind seemed

for the time to feel an enchanting spell upon them.
Miss Grace was sitting on the edge of tlie bluff and Jack

was dreamily leaning on his elbow beside her as the moon first

peeped over the distant hills and cast a feeble ray of light
through the broken clouds hanging low upon the mountain.

Higher it rose� a great fiery ball with bands of cloud across

it. They looked and silently watched it growing brighter as

it left the far-rolling hills beneath, and a pause on the other

side of the fire showed that they too had stopped to admire its

beauty. Not for long was it thus, but the sweet voice of one

of the singers stole softly to the two on the point��

" 'Nita, Juanita ! ask thy soul if we'should part,
'Xita, Juanita ! lean thou on my heart ! "

The chatter among the crowd started up again and as Jack

heard the girls singing the chorus of the song to their ' ' dear

Delta brothers" he looked at the fair one by his side and

thought� "Oh, if She would but call me brother 1 " His

brightly jeweled badge pinned over his heart sparkled in the

firelight. " She'll be a Delta now or never" he thought, and
resolved to make one more trial.

That little pin meant so much to him. The sight of it
brought upon him such a flood of happy recollections of days
and nights with dear old Delta Tau I

She was looking far down the ravine, her hands clasped
and her whole soul wrapped in the beauty of the night. Jack's

heart swelled within him. She was as some heavenly visitant
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so fair she seemed, and he� what was he that he should dare

to speak of love to such a one as this ! No, no he could not

� but then. Delta Tau I Ah, that was different I Nothing
could be too good for Delta Tau. Why, had he not been

taught that Delta Tau had been founded from the very purest
motives and for the very noblest ends? and had he not all

along somehow felt in a vague kind of way that her destiny
was of the highest importance to the whole of mankind and

that upon her members would depend in large measure the re

generation of society and the strengthening and upbuilding of

the right and of all virtue ? Surely such a work as this even

an angel would be proud to share and once more he summoned
all his courage and said�

"Miss Grace, we are all Deltas now but you and three
others and I would seek no further happiness if you would let
me pin this badge upon you before we go home tonight ! "

She looked at him in a surprised kind of way and said :

" Jack Tardus, you are the funniest man I ever knew I "

Poor fellow ! He had felt bad enough before, but now
she was actually making fun of him and laughing at his earnest

appeal I He tried to put on an injured look and said :

" Pray tell me why. Miss Grace."

"Oh, because" and her eyes had that peculiar twinkle in
them which he had seen there before but never could under-

.stand, " because," she said, " I have often heard of girls who
offered to be a sister to a man, but I never heard of a fellow

begging a girl to be his sister when "�

Slow people can be right quick sometimes and the blackest
rocks and deepest shadows all seemed bright and rosy-colored
to Jack Tardus just then,� and it wasn't because the moon

was shining brighter, for, .satisfied with her work, .she had
dropped back behind a cloud and only the pale gleam of the
dying coals shone through the veil of night.

The singing on the other side of the fire had not stopped
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and now floating on the gentle breeze came the words sung with

such sweet feeling and expression�

" Be true, my heart, be true! "

Perhaps those who were there wonder how I know what

passed on the little point of rock beyond the fire. I will tell

them. The moon is my cousin, and when she dropped back

behind the cloud she was so pleased with her secret that she

had to tell it to some one so she confided in me because she knew

I could keep it� and now I tell it to you for the same reason.

A Star.
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CONFERENCE OF THE EASTERN DIVISION.

The Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Eastern Division

of Delta Tau Delta was held with Rho Chapter at New York

Cit}^ on Tuesday, February 22. All the chapters in tfie Divi
sion were represented. This unanimous attendance was quite
worthy of note. It was the first time in years that all the

chapters sent regular delegates. Alpha and Gamma are

especially deserving of credit. Their distance from New York
renders the sending of delegates expensive both of time and

money. Both the business sessions and the banquet were held
at the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

The morning session was called to order by Warren S.

Parks, the Vice-President of the Division. The delegates
present were Walter G. Harper of Alpha, C. M. Thompson
of Gamma, Frederic D. Kennedy of Rho, Lyman L. Merriam
of Rho, Clarence C. Harris of Upsilon, Edwin Elliot of Omega,
Charles A. Pattersen of Omega, S. P. Heitsher of Beta Lambda,
George E. Daniels of Beta Mu, Ralph Harris of Beta Nu,
F. M. Blake of Beta Nu, Clarence A. Cushman of Beta Mu,
Chas. W. Babcock of Beta Omicron, R. S. McGowin of Beta
Omicron, and A. H. Blanchard of Beta Chi. Besides the

delegates, there were present two members of the Arch Chapter,
a number of alumni and actives of the Division, and one or two

visiting alumni from the Northern Division.
Charles H. Wells, Beta Mu '95, delivered the address of

welcome, and Dr. J. A. Bolard, Alpha '78, responded.
Sherman Arter, Zeta '86, gave a brief and interesting

address at the mornino^ session.
The reports from the actives presented several interestino-
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topics for discussion, and gave assurance of the strength and

prosperity of the chapters.
At the afternoon session the following officers were elected

for the year ensuing : President, J. C. Rice, Psi '82 ; Vice-

President, R. S. McGowin, Beta Omicron '98 ; Secretary,
Edwin Elliot, Omega '99 ; Orator, L. A. Crocker, Beta Chi '98 ;

Historian, Edwin H. Hughes, Mu '89.
Several new ideas in regard to the policy of the Division

were presented and discussed by both actives and alumni.
The report of Alvan E. Duerr, Sigma '93, concerning the

Fraternity at large aroused considerable enthusiasm among the
assembled Deltas.

After listening to a few words from Chas. C. Dickinson,
Beta Omicron '91, a former president of the Division, the Con
ference was adjourned.

The doors of the banquet hall were thrown open at 8
o'clock. The Fifth Avenue Hotel is famous for its delicate
and tasty menus. In this case its reputation was full}^ sus

tained. Wm. Kent, Rho '76, who is experienced as a Toast-

master, presided and guided skilfully the spirit of the evening.
After his opening words came other speeches, and in turn

each brother recited according to the trend of his thought.
Brother Bolard first spoke. He said that the "Advan

tages of a Fraternity Life "
were many. Then arose Brother

Lieb, Rho '80, and he discussed " Electrical Units" (speaking
of the revolution of Electrical Generators by means of the

"Delta" winding). And then in response to the leader's

request, a ' ' Wail from the AVest " burst forth from the lips of

Sherman Arter, Zeta '86.
' ' Cuba's Woes and Cuba's Hopes

"
were related by our

Brother Martinez, who has lately blown in from the southern

isle. He ga^e many interesting facts concerning that devastated
land, and thrilled his hearers with the recital of his own blood

curdling experiences.
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J. C. Rice, Psi '82, responded to the call "The Future of
the Fraternity," and then as in the case of the business session,
it only remained for Brother Dickinson to utter the closing
words.

But the festivities were not finished without a parting
song. In fact many songs were sung� those songs which

only Deltas sing, which overflow with Delta spirit. So that
when the time for parting came, each Delta began the home
ward journey with light heart full of fraternal love and enthu
siasm for Delta Tau Delta.

AV. I. Bartlett.
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THE CINCINNATI ALUMNI CHAPTER.

The Cincinnati Alumni Chapter is as unique in its character
and its operation as it can be and still conform to the few rules
that are laid down in the laws of the general Fraternity for the
government of such a chapter. The Cincinnati Alumni Chapter
has been in existence for something over three years and in all

that time there have been but three regular meetings, one

every year to celebrate the annual banquet.
It must be not understood from this that there have been

no other meetings. They have been many and enthusiastic,
but they have been what I might call spontaneous. They were

called the day before and attended by the faithful who are ever

ready" to answer any summons. Indeed it is the custom of the
Cincinnati Alumni Chapter to call a meeting bj' a note ordering
the brothers "to break all previous engagements and be pres
ent" on the occasion denominated. .

Then the meeting place in itself is something that smacks
of originality. AA^ith true recollection of the old spirit that led
the Deltas when in school to capture everything that they set

their hearts upon, the Cincinnati Deltas make a raid, when a

meeting is held, upon one of the most exclusive spots in the
most exclusive and famously high-toned hotel in the city and

having pre-empted the location by main force of numbers, the
star chamber in this swell cafe is barred to all comers save

those of the faith and the menials who are summoned to minister
to the wants of the initiated. Nothing could be imagined more

high-handed in the inception of the custom nor more entirely
satisfactory in the working of the plan now that the attaches

of the place are cowed into abject submission. Ever since the
first annual banquet when the place was taken by the " AA^eena,
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wah-ne-ho " walk around, the whole establishment has been at

the call of the Deltas when they" gather.
At first the occasional meetings of the members of the

chapter were held in an upstairs room, back from the street,
with locked doors and barred windows ; but this arrangement
was abandoned and .for a long time the gathering place of the

clans has been beneath the ground floor and well back under

the pavement of the busy street ; and often times the passer-by
who catches the strain of a rollicking song and has borne to

his ear the ring of a meiTy voice stops to listen and seeks to

locate the source, but all in vain. It comes as from the

clouds or from the depths of the earth and he passes on as

much mystified as if he had seen a vision.

But it must not be imagined that the custom of the Cin
cinnati Alumni Chapter is always to cultivate the fun and

neglect the soberer pleasures that come from a sedate gather
ing occasionally. The annual banquets themselves show that

this is not the case. AA^e have entertained some prominent
Deltas during the three years of existence that have smiled

upon the chapter. Some words of genuine wisdom and en

trancing interest have fallen from the lips of the speakers and
made us feel that the world outside was losing something that
should have a wider field than the limited one of our two-score
members. Professor Charles L. Edwards, the father of the

chapter, has contributed well and often to this fund. Professor

Edwards, who is one of the mo.st successful members of the

Faculty of the Univeirsity of Cincinnati, is an enthusiast. He
shows it in his work. He shows it in his love for the old

Fraternity. He shows it in his good fellowship and the way
that he is regarded and consulted by the rest of the boys in
the chapter. It is due to his work and encouragement that
the chapter is in its present flourishing existence, and I want
these lines to stand as a recognition of this work and its good
results.
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Although it is late now to speak of the last annual banquet
it is not too late to say that it was a big success. It was held
a floor or two above the usual " under-the-earth " retreat that
has been pre-empted bj' the chapter and its dignity was

increased accordingly up to the point where dignity is main
tained no longer and has to give way to unbounded enthusiasm.
The attendance was not much over a score but every fellow
was a score in himself. Brother Clarence Humphrey, of old

Eta, was Toast-master, and he got much out of his exalted

position. Everybody had to have something to say, if I
remember correctly, and some of the says were of the kind
that were deserving of as wide a hearing as could be given
them. I wish they had not all been extemporaneous, for they
would be worth reproducing. But the stenographer was not

called in and the world has lost what the chapter alone was

richer for hearing. It was a stipulation before hand that there
should be no prepared orations, no flowery speeches, but

simply talks from the heart to the heart, and that is the way
for a gathering such as the Cincinnatti Alumni Chapter boasts

of having. All around it was a successful occasion and I guess
the 'clerk of the hotel put it about right when he said as I

passed him on the way out after the banquet, "Boys, j'ou
make a lot of noise and need lots of attention, but hanged if I
don't like to have you around."

AA'^alter F. Draper.
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EDITORIALS.

Our Progress.
In the comparatively short time since our Karnea we have

been able to secure progress for our Fraternity of the most solid

sort. From present indications it would seem as if this year
would be signalized by as fine work as we have ever accomplished
in an equal time. After many months of very discreet effort

we have entered the University of California under the most

favorable auspices. Of this we speak in another connection.

Two petitions are before the Fraternity now. AA'^hether they
will be granted or refused is not for the Editor to predict. If

they are refused the names of the colleges, according to our

present policy, will not be paraded. Both of these colleges
have several fraternities already and offer most persistent and
hopeful inducements for our chartering. Besides, there are

indications that soon we will be entertaining. petitions from
two of the renowned institutions of the nation,� institutions
which we will sureh' enter if the claims of the petitioners
promise a permanent foundation. If we enter these universities

upon the basis which we absolutely demand, our extension for
the year will be large cause for congratulation. In all these
cases our preparation for entrance has been marked by great
care. Should either of the present movements fail to meet
the approval of the Fraternity, our entrance into these institu
tions is onlj' po.stponed, not prohibited. There will then
remain but one university in which we would seek to establish
a chapter. Our conser\'ative policy of extension has borne

good fruit ; we have had accomplishment beyond the thouo'ht
of our leaders.
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But our prosperity is seen likewise in other less noticeable
but equally important lines of work. Our finances, notwith

standing the heavy expenditures of last year, have been kept
on an excellent footing. The Arch Chapter is working in

complete harmony for the interest of the Fraternity. All of
our chapters are in a safe condition ; the large majority of

them are in a prosperous condition. Our strict policy of

inspection and our insistence upon prompt and business-like
methods in correspondence and finance are all tending to weld
Delta Tau Delta into a stronger and more compact organization.
The Rainbow is having a measuraljly good support. AA^e get
intimations occasionally that our Greek Letter journals are

generally published at a loss. In 1895-6 The Rainbow actually
showed a balance on the right side ; in 1896-7 our deficit was

very small ; in 1897-8 we hope at the least to pay all expenses.
In reference to our Fraternity's condition we have reason to

be proud. We should all work together loyally to promote
the interests of Delta Tau Delta at every point.

A Permanent Bond.

In discussion as to the value of the fraternities to the

college and the alumni, little or nothing is said' regarding an

item of marked import. AVe refer to the permanent and

personal tie which the chapter furnishes between the graduate
and the institution. One's classmates graduate with one and

association with them is not localized so as to keep union with

the college. The tie between members of literary societies is

not strong enough to be lasting. The Editor was a very active

member of a literary society in a University which at that time

had no fraternities ; but not once in fourteen years has he ever

received the slightest communication from that society. The

faculties, also, change and after a few years deaths and
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removals take familiar figures from the teaching force of the

college. Besides, students do not become intimate with the

professors especially in the larger institutions ; even if inti

macy were possible the professors have not time to keep up

correspondence with the graduates. It thus happens that an

alumnus finds upon returning to his Alma Mater after a few

years of absence an absence of old bonds. New faces are in

the chapel ; new teachers are in the chairs ; his classmates are

widely scattered ; the members of his old literary society do

not know whether he was a member of their organization or

not. There remains one permanent bond between the alumnus

and his college ; viz. his fraternity. If the members of his

chapter know of his return they meet him at the station ; they
entertain him in their home or rooms ; they gather about him
eagerly at commencement time to show him courtesies ; they
are delighted beyond measure if he can attend one of their

meetings ; sometimes he receives from them a report of the

chapter's progress. An aged graduate, now a professor in
one of our AVestern colleges, told the members of a literary
society who were engaging in debate as to the wisdom of

admitting secret societies into the college, about his return at

one time to visit his Eastern Alma Mater. He had been gone
many years. He found no one whom he knew. The faculty
was wholly changed ; no one of his classmates was at hand ;
he saw no familiar face ; he was oppressed with loneliness.
But soon the actives of his fraternity chapter heard of his

presence, gathered aliout cordially, took him to their chapter
house and entertained him with royal care during his short
visit. This white-haired alumnus then knew that the perma
nent and personal bond between himself and his college was

his fraternity. This point is specially worthy of notice in any
setting-forth of the benefits of fraternity life.
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Greeting to Beta Omega.
A few years ago, if we recall correctly, a petition from

the University of California was refused. This was done

solely because a chapter there at that time would have been

lonely; for Leland Stanford, .Ir., University was not yet
founded. The argument from geography lost its force when
there were two institutions on the coast which we would be

willing to enter. Consequently we did not hesitate to organize
a chapter at Palo Alto. Beta Rho has been a constant credit
to the Fraternity and has shown loyalty and energy in all her

growth. Since her establishment we have kept our eyes upon
the University at Berkeley and have bided our time for favor
able entrance. After more than a yeai- of such careful work
as characterizes all of President Babcock's labors for the Fra

ternity, the petitioners were granted their charter. The chap
ter was installed on February 5 at the house of Beta Rho at

Palo Alto. Our President Babcock is but slightly addicted to

adjectives, yet he writes : "It was a great occasion ! The new

chapter starts off well I Thirty-nine of us sat down to the

Banquet after the initiation which was held in the Stanford

chapter's new house." In our next issue we will present a

Pacific Coast number. AVe hope to give good sketches of

Stanford and the University of California to add to the account

of the installation. In our entrance into California we have

been strictly careful to fit the chapters to each other. Being
near neighbors they need to be started and kept in congenial
relations. To Beta Omega we send our greetings with the

hope that she may have a most earne.st and, therefore, success

ful future.
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Our Pulpiteers.

A veiy signal honor has been paid to the Rev. C. E.

Jefferson, Mu '82, in the call given hmi by the Broadway
Tabernacle congregation of New York City to become its

Pastor. From the standpoints of salary, the splendid history
of the church, and the problems of its present work, the

pastorate is one of distinction and importance. Brother

Jefferson is of the younger generation of Deltas. He was one

of the charter members of the reorganized Mu chapter in 1879

and was a great influence in his college life. Since his gradua-
tion from the Boston University School of Theology he has
sei-ved one church a full decade with marked success. Thgse
acquainted with his pastoral record are fully assured that he
will be a force in the . life of New York and will prove a

worthy successor to Dr. Wm. M. Taylor. The Fraternity
feels honored in his advancement.

All this suggests the relation of Deltaism to the American

pulpit. Our chapters, in general, have not turned men to the

ministry. Alpha, at Allegheny, has graduated a few preachers ;

Mu, at Ohio AA^esleyan, has often been quite theological in its

membership ; now Kenyon and the University of the South
are furnishing us with not a few ministerial graduates. But
with the exception of these and a few others our chapters have
turned their members to different pursuits. Nevertheless, our
preacher brothers are coming to the fore. We hope in some

succeeding is.sue to give a brief sketch of " The Delta Pulpit."
AA^e should be grateful for any suggestion or aid from our

undergraduates in reference to their alumni in the ministry.
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The Boys of Old.

We wish to urge upon our chapters the need of keeping
in close touch with their alumni. The Editor has tried in the
last three yea,YS to stimulate interest in ' ' The Boys of Old "

department. We have met with some success but have not yet
done all that we had hoped to do. For this issue we sent a

special appeal for alumni notes ; yet the secretaries were very
scant in their replies. In this connection we are glad to print
a word from The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi. Among other

kindly and complimentary things Editor Gretzinger says :

" We are glad to note that among other things Brother Hughes has

developed the Alumni Department of his magazine to a very high degree.
The reason for keeping the Alumni in touch with the active work of a

Fraternity is so obvious that it needs no discussion, and we are glad that

The Rainbow" has grasped the idea, and has given the ' Boys of Old '

much valuable space in the magazine."

The interest of the actives in the alumni will be met with an

equal interest in the alumni for the actives. The chapters who
remember and notice their alumni only when they need money
from the graduates will always meet with an indifferent

response. A thoughtful attention to "The Boys of Old"

pages will repay all secretarial effort. It will tend to revive
the waning interest of the alumni ; it will, also, tend to increase
the circulation of our magazine. We trust, therefore, that

our secretaries will follow the movements of our graduates and

report all matters of interest to The Rainbow. A few months

ago we heard an alumnus say this substantially : "I don't care

so much about who is captain of a team or chairman of a com

mittee in college ; but if you will keep me informed about the

whereabouts and successes of my old college companions, I 'm
willing to pay well for the information." Verbum sap!
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The Ritual.

The committee on Ritual appointed by" the last Karnea

hopes to present ere long some report of its work. It was

hindered throughout the Fall by the enforced absence of

Brother Churchill from New Orleans. The quarantine held

him in the AVest and so prevented the sending of certain

important materials to the committees. However, the com

mittee moves quite as rapidly as the Fraternity ; for a call for

suggestions from our actives and alumni has met with not even

a slight reponse. AA^e request again that our members send

any explanation of alterations or additions to the Editor of
The Rainbow who is the chairman of the committee. AVe

should like to feel, ere our report is submitted, that it represents
somewhat the thought of our undergraduates w"ho will be most

intimately affected by our work.

It is doubtless a very natural thing for our chapters when

urgently pressed for correspondence or money, or corrected in
a straightforward manner for tardiness or slovenliness, to put
on an air of abused dignity. AVe advise them, however, to
resist this tendency as gracefully" as possible. Neither the
Arch Chapter as a body" nor any member thereof ' ' has it in "

for any chapter. AVe are only servants of the Fraternity
which has prescribed certain rules for the guidance of our

work. AVe are making an honest effort to bring all our chap
ters to the observance of fixed dates and clean methods of

reporting and paying. If then your chapter delays and causes

the members of the Arch Chapter extra labor, receive your
rebukes in meekness and humility. Correction is grievous,
perhaps, but a good spirit can make it serve useful ends. AVe
write thus to forestall rather than to condemn any whining.
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Our prompt chapters like Rho never have any difficulty with
the Arch Chapter. The prevention of reproof lies in the

power of each chapter.

In an editorial in the November issue we represented Beta

Eta at the University of Minnesota as having the largest num
ber of active members. The mistake arose, as our readers will

see by reference, from the Beta Eta chapter letter. The sec

retary, singularly enough, failed to distinguish between actives

and resident alumni who take an active interest. So he reported
twentj'-two members. It now appears, that Beta Omicron, at
Cornell, is our largest chapter with twenty-three members.

Minnesota has ten less and enrolls, according to Brother Hay
den, thirteen actives.

The finely engraved announcement of the installation of

Beta Omega gives a precedent which should be followed always
in the future. It furnishes a souvenir for our chapters, gives
the needed information to our fellow Greeks, heightens the

importance of the occasion, and in all ways adds dignity to the

beginning of a new chapter. It was a most pleasant and chaste
introduction. Let it be regarded as fixing the custom.

The only criticism received on the January issue of The

Rainbow relates to its size. One of our good-natured corre

spondents wrote: "It is like good soup,� looks thin but is

very fine eating." We strive in each issue to get in all essential

matter and to avoid padding. We could publish much more if

we deemed it wise. By condensing our matter we make the

issue serve its purpose fully as well and at the same time save

the Fraternity considerable expense. However, in regard to

the size of each issue we will heed the will of the brethren.
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The Editor has discovered from speech with several Deltas

and from hints in several exchanges that there is a tendency to

regard the exchange department�"The Greek Press," in our

own magazine,� as of no special importance other than as

affording room for the trading of editorial courtesies. AVe

have, on the contrary, made it a principle to use that depart
ment in discussing only those matters that bear helpfully and

vitally upon the Greek World and more especially upon our

own Fraternity. AVe call closer attention to this particular
department in this issue of The Rainbow.

We earnestly advise our new chapters to obtain, if possible,
copies of our Song Book. We understand that a few copies
may still be procured. The Song Book is an excellent one.

We fear it has not been used as much as it should have been.

Let any chapter that has not a supply on hand sufficient for its

use in meetings instruct its secretary to write to Prof. Lucius

W. Hoyt, Denver Law School, Denver, Col.

This number of The Rainbow" will not be published in

season to advertise the Western Division Conference which
meets at Minneapolis with the Beta Eta Chapter, March 25 and

26, 1898. We would have gladly published- the notice if we

had received it previous to our January issue. We trust that
the Conference will be a great success.

The last issue of The Rainbow for this year comes in
June. We have tried to mail the June number hitherto so as

to put it in our chapters' hands early in the month. This year
we hope to mail it by June 15. In order that this may be done
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it will be necessary for our chapters to send the material by
June 1st or 2nd. Please do so.

To the above this should be added : If any of our chapters
adjourn for the summer vacation early in June, the secretary
will please mail the Editor the summer addresses of the mem

bers. We will then mail to the individuals themselves.
Unless this request is complied with all the numbers will be

mailed in bulk to the secretaries.
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CHAPTER LETTERS.

ALPHA ALLEGHENY COLLEGE.

As it is customary to burden the initial paragraph of a fraternity
letter with apologies, we have decided to fail in this respect in the

present effort.
The close of the winter term and the rapid approach of Spring

examinations give a fair opportunity for comparisons odious as they
may be. We have two men on the "Glee," expect to have two

men on the base-ball team ; for the first time in years have the

editorship of a department of the college annual. The Kaldron,
and have the captaincy of the foot-ball team of '98.

Our intercourse with the competing Greeks is most satisfactory.
A series of informal gatherings are being given by the different

chapters here and Alpha has sustained herself socially.
Since our last issue we have initiated Eobert X. Brown of

Meadville, Pa., and Harry McManigle of Renova, Pa., into full

membership. AVe have also pledged Ralph Blood of Broeton,
N. Y., and Earle MacDonald of Oil City, Pa. We take great
pleasure in introducing these members to the Fraternity.

Brother Harper, who so kindly volunteered to represent Alpha
at the recent Conference at New York, reported a very enjoyable
time with the brothers and came back with new ideas of great bene
fit to the chapter.

Clyde S. Knapp.

BETA OHIO UNIVERSITY.

The first college year has been marked by the usual spirit of
harmony and good-fellowship in the chapter as well as the unusual
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spirit of good fellowship among the local chapters of Beta Theta Pi,
Phi Delta Theta and Delta Tau Delta. For many years this spirit
has been marked for its absence.

The Phi Delta Theta chapter gave a reception January 21 to

the other local chapters.
The Beta chapter entertained its alumni Saturday evening,

March 5, in honor of Dr. Jackson, '70, of Columbus, Ohio. The

evening was very pleasantly spent. The boys were very much

pleased with the reminiscences of some of our older alumni.

Thursday evening, March 10, a reception was tendered Beta

chapter at the home of President Crook, Mesdames Crook and

Evans receiving.
The State Oratorical Association held its annual session with

Ohio University February 17. The attendance was small. The

production on a whole poor. Our representative was given seventh

place. He was a non-fraternity man. Barnett, Beta Theta Pi, of
Wooster, won first place. There is not much attention paid to

oratory at Ohio at present,
Several of the best students have organized a debating club,

which is not under any faculty control. Beta chapter is of course

represented. We meet Miami College on the platform in the

spring.
The fraternities represented by local chapters are all on good

footing at Ohio, although fraternity timber has not been as good as

it might have been the present year. The Phi Delta Theta number

sixteen men and four pledged ; Beta Theta Pi, eight men and two

pledged ; Delta Tau Delta, eight men and five pledged. In athletics,
literary and scholarship. Beta chapter holds her own. In society.
Beta Theta Pi have the advantage. The Phi Delta Theta are push
ing us all.

Since our last letter we have been visited by Brothers Carpenter,
Northwestern, and Brown, Wooster.

Brother .lames was entertained by Zeta during the Student's

Volunteer Movement Convention, and reports an excellent time.

J. Handel AVilliams.
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GAMMA WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON.

Since our last letter to The Rainbow, our number has increased

to fourteen and we take great pleasure in presenting to the Frater

nity Brothers A. L. Phillips and J. G. Monroe.

We have been looking about this Spring for a house, feeling
that it would be much better for us if we could get into one. Some

of the fraternities here are already in houses and others are contem

plating going into them and so we are trying to find a suitable house,
for we are bound that our chapter shall be second to none here.

With a house, we feel that we would be much better able to com

pete with the other fraternities here, in rushing and getting the

most desirable new men. Although the outlook for a house does

not seem very bright now, we hope to be in one by another year.
The end of the second term is fast approaching, and with it

the usual examinations, after which we are looking forward to the

pleasure of a vacation of a week.

We were glad to be able to send a delegate to the Eastern

Conference at New York this year, and hope we may be represented
at all future conferences of the Division.

We send greetings to our new chapter, Beta Omega, and wish

her all success for the future.

Chas. M. Thomson.

epsilon ALBION COLLEGE.

Epsilon takes pleasure in introducing three new men to the

general fraternity. Leo C. Miller, 1901, Dick S. Ford, 1901, and
Clifford M. Church, 1901. Mr. Miller has revealed marked ability
as an orator and all have shown themselves to be thorough
students.

Our chapter has not been in a more prosperous condition for

years. AVith ten active and wide-awake members backed up by
nearly as many pledged men who are the pick of the institution, we
feel that we are in a position which will allow of conservatism. It
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is our policy to move with extreme care in pledging men, and shall

invite only such to enter the portals of Delta Tau Delta as show a

marked degree of scholarship and who are firmly intrenched in the

principles of morality and rectitude.
We have several men who will reap laurels of victory and come

into public notice in the field of athletics. No less than three of

our men will play on the first base-ball team of the college during
the coming season. Firmer Cappens was recently elected manager
of the base-ball team and the schedule he has prepared evinces tact

and business abihty.
Our prospects of having a new chapter house are growing

brighter daily. A committee has been appointed which will corre

spond with the members of the Alumni for the purpose of awaken

ing an interest in our behalf, and of eliciting their hearty co-opera
tion in our worthy undertaking. AVe hope to make next commence

ment a red-letter day for Epsilon Chapter. AVe are planning to

have a banquet at that time, at which we hope to have a large repre
sentation from the Alumni and we shall improve the time by boom

ing our " fraternity hall."
H. C. Whitney.

ZETA ADELBERT.

Zeta is pleased to announce in this issue that the annual con

ference of the Northern Division will be entertained by her on May
17, 18 and 19. We hope every chapter in the division will assist

us in making this conference a most beneficial one ; and that every
"Delt" who can will avail himself of the opportunity of being
present.

AVe are also pleased to announce that W. R. U., holds the

championship in the Ohio Intercollegiate Debating League, having
won in a contest against Oberlin last year and againt Ohio

Wesleyan this year. Our ' ' Delt " representative on the debate was

elected as one of the directors and vice-president of the league.
Thanks to the Mu boys for the hospitality accorded to him while

their guest.
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On the night of February 2nd, we held a reception to the

alumni in our new home. The celebration was a joyous occasion

for us, and serious also, for we feel the greater responsibility placed
upon us and the need of careful management. It was by the

generous gifts and good advice of our alumni that we have been

enabled to bring our plans to success.

During the Students' Volunteer Convention we were fortunate

in having with us many visiting brothers among whom were :

Brothers Woolbert and Fegtley of Beta Pi, Brothers Ansell and

Mcllhany of Phi, Brother Lavalette of Beta Sigma and Brother

James of Beta. On the night of February 26, we held a meeting
which will long be remembered by us. Our brothers from Beta Pi

and Phi officiated. Business being laid aside speeches were made

and enthusiasm for Delta Tau ran high.
Since our last letter we have been fortunate in receiving

Bartlett C. Shepard into our fraternity. Brother Shepard is a mem

ber of the class of 1900 and comes from Painesville, O.

J. A. Tracy.

K.iPPA HILLSDALE COLLEGE.

The close of the second term of the school year is near at hand,
and all are looking anxiously forward to the spring vacation. The
social life of the college has been rather quiet, and genuine earnest
work has been the characteristic feature of the term. The outlook
for athletics is quite encouraging, as there are plenty of candidates
for the ball and track teams.

Brother Guy Shaughniss is the M. I. A. A. director.
The glee club and quartette have been very successful in their

engagements this year, being received with marked appreciation in

every place they have appeared.
C. A. Robertson, '00, won the oratorical prize in Alpha Kappa

Phi Society over a field of strong competitors. C. L. Newcomer
was recently elected vice-president of the Michigan League of Col
lege Republican Clubs.
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Affairs at Kappa are in a very prosperous condition. We have
seventeen new actives and pledged in school besides several loyal
Delts in the city who meet with us quite regularly.

J. H. Lash.

LAMBDA vanderbilt UNIVERSITY.

The mid-year examinations have been completed at Vanderbilt
and we are well along in the second term's work. Lambda has

fourteen actives now ; one of our brothers. Brother Robinson, hav
ing gone over to the enemy,� he was married during the Xmas

holidays. Our glee club travelled through Kentucky during the

holidays and met with brilliant success. Lambda was represented
on the club by Brothers Coleman and Hopper. Quite a good deal
of interest has been taken the past season in basket-ball, the differ
ent departments of the University had teams and a series of games
between these teams resulted in the University championship being
won by the literary department. A^anderbilt has bright prospects
both in base-ball and track athletics. Indications are that we will

have the strongest base-ball team in the history of the game at

Vanderbilt, while on the track indications are for a splendid team.

Brother Cook is now assistant in the University Gymnasium and is

doing some splendid work in in-door athletics.

Alston. Boyd.

OMICRON university OF IOWA.

At the University of Iowa the base-ball season has just begun
and, although we are not represented on the team, nevertheless we

are much interested in its success and are prepared to furnish our

share of enthusiasm when the opportunity presents itself. Moulton,
the well-known trainer, will have charge of the track team this

spring, which bids fair to be a very successful one. The excite

ment which prevailed at the beginning of the term over the sus-
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pension of twenty-three Sophomores has gradually worn off and

everybody is looking forward to the time when they can be welcomed

back to their vacant places in the University. The last home

concert by the glee and mandolin clubs was given a short time ago
after which a reception was given them by President and Mrs.

Schaffer. This ends the season for the clubs. They have been

attended with much success and the reputation the clubs obtained

on their trip does honor to the institution. At present the presenta
tion of a minstrel show is being arranged, and a member of Omi

cron, J. K. Hull, is one of the prime powers of this venture. The

annual oratorical contest took place here recently and much hope
inspires the students for success in the inter-collegiate contests.

Clay Clement and company played here a short time ago and after

the play were entertained by the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity, of which
he is a member. The most important event in the life of Omicron
for this term was the visit of L. K. Malvern, Beta Omicron '92.

The members of the chapter feel grateful to the Arch Chapter for
sending L. K. Malvern here and appreciate his visit very much in
that his advice was very beneficial to the members.

Ellis J. Whitaker.

PI university OF MISSISSIPPI.

Since our last letter to The Rainbow the University has had an

appropriation of $15,000, which places her on a very firm footing.
Our chapter has suffered no material change, except the loss of

Brother Garth, who left for his home in Columbus on March 1. Pi
still maintains her usually high standing in college and claims her
share of the honors.

In athletics we will be well represented, having a number of
men who will doubtless be on the gymnasium, track and base-ball
teams. Brother Carothers is manager of field sports and Brother
Myers assistant manager of the base-ball team. Brothers Miller
and Garth are conspicuous in the University orchestra.
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Brother McDowell is president of Hermaean Literary Society
and Brother Wilbourn historian of the Junior Law Class.

The annual contest of the Gulf States Intercollegiate Oratorical
Association which will be held here in April is anticipated with much

enthusiasm. Mr. L. P. Leavell, of Sigma Chi, will represent the

University. The manager of the base-ball team is planning an

extensive tour to be taken immediately after the close of the session,
which if it materializes will be an incentive for hard work on the

part of aspirants for places on the team.

The second term examinations are almost upon us ; after these

there will be held a number of oratorical contests, in most of which

Pi will take a part.
Jas. R. McDowell.

rho STEVENS institute OF TECHNOLOGY.

The present time witnesses the close of the second term of our

college year, the last for the senior class, and it is with the most

profound regret that the ties of four years of close personal inter
course are about to be broken. The most earnest wish of those

who are about to break these connections, is that on returning in

the future they will find Rho in the same good condition in which

they first saw her and in which they now leave her.

A chapter is most fortunate which has rivals for fraternity
honors who are to be feared ; it makes the men work harder and a

victory is always the more appreciated, and the satisfaction greater
when one has the knowledge that his opponent has worked just as
hard as possible. We have such rivals at Stevens, and it is to this

in some measure that our success is due. In closing I would like to

suggest that if a man has a friend going to college he would con

fer a lasting benefit by informing the chapter situated there, of

the fact.
F. D. Kennedy.
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UPSILON RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

Since our last writing we have initiated one man, Brother Wm.

H. Frost, whom we take great pleasure in introducing to the Fra

ternity.
We have also several members of the class of 1901 in view and

hope by the time of the next issue of The Rainbow to report at

least two more initiates.

Owing to reviews and examinations we were unable to send

more than one man to represent us at the Conference at New York

City on Feb. 22, 1898.
At a recent meeting of the class of '98 Brother Tuthill was

elected vice-president. Brother McCarthy, '99, is our representa
tive on the Transit Board, the annual published by the Junior

class.

The rooms at present occupied by us will have to be vacated

by May 1, owing to their conversion into offices. We shall then

take a house providing we get a few more men.

C. V. Yunker.

phi WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY.

Since our last writing the chapter has been increased by the

addition of our latest initiate. Brother AVm. E. Davis, of Knoxville,
Tenn., whom we present to the Fraternity with great pleasure. In

every phase of college life he will do us honor. We expect to have

another initiation within the next few days.
Brother Mcllhany returned from the Student A'^olunteer Con

vention at Cleveland with an enthusiastic report of his reception
and entertainment by the men of Zeta Chapter, and of his meeting
with delegates who were Deltas from other institutions. AVe con

gratulate Zeta on her acquisition of such a large and well-equipped
chapter house as we hear she has. It is our highest ambition to

possess such a comfortable home in which to show our hospitality to
our visiting brethren.

Several weeks ago Brother Farrar was unanimously elected
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business manager of the foot-ball team for next year, and he is now

president of the Washington Literary Society, which he represented
in the debate at the intermediate celebration. Several of our men

are in training for the base-ball team and boat crews.

We had the pleasure last week of a visit from Brother H. M.

Blain, '95, who is now at the University of Virginia.
Easter exams, and hard work ahead !

H. B. Chermside.

CHI KENYON college.

Our life here is so quiet and uneventful that I am afraid it will

fail to interest our Delta Brothers. But such as it is we are glad
to relate.

Old Kenyon has again entered into a competitive examination

w"ith four other church colleges. In these examinations Delta Tau

Delta is represented by Williams, D.A., Southworth, C, and

Reifsnider, C.S. Last year in a similar examination Kenyon W"as

second, being represented by Southworth, C. January the twenty-
eighth, four members of Chi were very delightfully entertained at a

dance given by Beta Phi at The Normandie in Columbus. The beau

tiful and charming company, the exceptionally fine music and a most

pleasant evening were in every way worthy of our hosts in Delta

Tau. It was a most delightful affair and iu every way a great
social success.

Chi sent a delegate to the Chicago Alumni banquet held Feb

ruary twenty-fifth. If anyone wants to spend a most enjoyable
evening and be thoroughly convinced that the spirit is still alive in

our Alumni I advise him to attend one of these banquets.
February ninth, Chi was entertained at the home of Mrs. T. R.

Hazzard. A very pleasant evening was spent.
February fifth, we initiated into Chi John Reifsnider of Gam-

bier, Ohio. It gives me great pleasure to announce this fact and to

introduce him to the Fraternity at large. AVe have experienced a

great loss in the suspension of one of our number who had to leave

college for reasons best known to the faculty.
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We had the pleasure of receiving a visit from Rev. Frank

Bope, Chi '93, of Jamesville, who was accompanied by his beautiful

and accomplished wife.

We had with us during the Junior Promenade H. A. Barbour

of AVausean, Chi '96, and his charming bride.

The Junior Promenade this year was the most successful that

has ever been given within the annals of Kenyon College. Delta

Tau Delta is represented in the Junior class by Williams, D.A.,
and in the Senior class by Southworth, C, AViUiams, D.F., and

Reifsnider, C.S.
Chi earnestly requests any Deltas who are within a radius of

fifty miles to drop in and see us. The latch string is always out.

Chas. S. Reifsnider.

OMEGA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Omega has again settled into quiet, the Conference of the

Eastern Division is a thing of the past and the members of Omega.
who attended it, still keep in mind the stirring toasts that were made

at the banquet and the general good time they had.

Little of interest has taken place in the chapter's active life ;

committees have been busy looking up the advisability of moving
into a house next Fall and forming plans for furnishing the same,
but as yet nothing definite has been decided upon.

AVe have recently had the pleasure of having Brother J. R.

McGurdy, Gamma '97, present at one of our meetings.
Omega was pleased to hear of the installation of Beta Omega

and wishes the chapter a successful life.

John Clarence Shengle.

BETA ALPHA INDIANA UNIVERSITY.

This writing finds Indiana just finishing the winter term, with
examinations on every hand. They occasion little anxiety, how-
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ever, among the Delts who have been in the thick of the fight
throughout the term, and are now occupying the vantage ground.
Although the work this term has been vigorous, almost all the
brothers have been carrying extra work successfully.

In the state oratorical contest Indiana was given second place ;

but, in the debate with the University of Indianapolis, she won by
the unanimous vote of the judges.

As evidence of our aggressiveness W"e introduce with pleasure
Brother Fred E. Dyer, '99, and promise that other initiations will

follow next term.

Interest in athletics is again reviving. The candidates for the
base-ball team are getting down to earnest

'

out-door work ; their
enthusiasm is indicative of success again this season. Some
features of track-team work are developing very satisfactorily. In

the team which represents Indiana in the state contest. Beta Alpha
expects to have one of her pledged men.

The new athletic field is being improved and, when finished,
will be one of the best in the state. The University is having
several tennis-courts laid out for the students.

A new custom has been instituted in Greek society at Indiana

this term. Socials have been given by some of the fraternites, to
which all fraternity men and some members of the faculty were

invited. The institution of the custom was received with enthu

siasm, and is being well supported. It is cultivating a much-needed

fellow-feeling among the Greeks here and is making them more

inter-fraternal.
Oscar L. Pond.

BETA DELTA UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA.

Beta Delta has made two initiations recently, J. P. Stevens and

R. S. Crane. Both are enthusiastic Deltas and their energetic
efforts are already being felt.

C. Robert Churchill paid us a short visit a few days ago and

his \'isit has already resulted in much good. The boys are getting
a vast deal of satisfaction out of college life since joining together
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more closely under the same roof. In the rear of our house we have

a tennis court and in front a beautiful green covered with magnolias.
The style of our chapter house is colonial and as Brother Churchill

kindly remarked " Our Northern brethren just ought to see it."

Beta Delta still continues to get a collegiate honor now and

then. Politics have been entirely eliminated from the University by
a compact drawn up by representatives of each faction. This com

pact calls for the expulsion from the Athletic Association of any
member found guilty of encouraging the practice. The effort is

being made to put college politics on the same plane as cheating on

an examination. Such a move has been rendered necessary by
several disturbances which have threatened seriously the welfare of
our athletics. College spirit has at last asserted itself, however, and
we are again on a splendid footing in athletics. In base-ball we

have Lafayette, Pennsylvania and Virginia on our schedule for

games. Hugh Jennings is with us another term as coach.

Cbuger Westbrook.

BETA EPSILON EMORY COLLEGE.

Since our last letter several events have transpired worthy of
mention. Our chapter in all its relations is prosperous and the
future is auspicious. Every one of our members manifests that
fraternal spirit which is sure to bring success.

AVe have recently renovated our club-room, making several

changes which have enhanced its appearance no little.
'

Of the three men elected by Phi Gamma Literary Society for
the champion debate in June, Brother Armstrong received the
highest number of votes. We feel assured that he will maintain his
record as a debater and bring additional laurels to himself and the
chapter.

Towards the close of the fall term the college monthly, the
Phoinix, offered three prizes for the three best stories written by
students. The committee awarded Brother McKenzie first prize
and Brother Armstrong second. It is a striking fact that ever
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since the inauguration of the prize-story contest four years ago,
some member of Beta Epsilon has received first prize with one

exception.
The chapter elected Brother Armstrong as delegate to the

convention of the Southern Division.
Brother Joseph Sharp, '91, delivered the anniversary address

of Phi Gamma Society on the ninth of March.

B. H. Clark.

BETA ZETA BUTLER COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS.

The close of the winter term finds Beta Zeta taking a leading
part in the social and fraternity life of the college. The social
functions given by the boys of Delta Tau Delta are looked forward
to by the students as the events of the year.

It gives us much pleasure to introduce to our brothers in other
colleges Brothers AValter Dickey and Scott Hunter, '03, who
promise to be staunch supporters of the royal purple, old gold and
white.

Friday evening, February 11, Beta Zeta celebrated the twenty-
second anniversary of her founding by a reception and dance.
Many of the "boys of old" were present and the evening was

happily spent in renewing old acquaintances and in the introduction
of new men. Following close upon our own anniversary came the
anniversary of the founding of The University of Indianapolis,
which we celebrate on February 22. The day is always one round
of pleasures and student demonstrations. The committee on

arrangements for the day consisted of six fraternity men, of which
Beta Zeta had the chairmanship in Brother A. H. Washburn.
Brother John Carr was also a member of the committee.

The Butler Glee Club was organized in February, and contem
plates making a tour of the state this spring. Brother Carl Loop is
president of the club. As an accompaniment to the glee club there
has also been formed the University Mandolin club of which Brother
Lon Roberts, '97, is director.

This spring the Annual State Field Day is to be held here, and
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as a result many of our men are practicing daily to win some of th-,

events. Brother Shelly AVatts, who is considered the champion
tennis player in the college, enters this year for honors with the

best players of the state. Brother Marion Loop is Butler's repre

sentative upon the athletic board of the University, while Brother

Ovid Ludlow holds the captaincy of basket hall team.

Eight of our men have just returned from Bloomington, where

we went to attend the annual debate with Indiana University.
The men of Beta Alpha treated us royally, holding an informal

reception for us in their hall after the debate. On our way home

we stopped at Greencastle and called upon our boys of old Beta

Beta, who made an enforced delay, caused by a wreck on the rail

road, very pleasant for us. Brother Carl Loop represented us on

the debate. Three of our men are to enter the Sophomore Oratori

cal contest in June. At the faculty meeting held last week Brother

Carl Loop was appointed business manager of the college paper for

the coming year.
Our boys are now ready for the final term's work of the year.

It has always been our principle to do extra hard work during the

winter that we might have a reserve store of credit marks to fall

back upon, when the warm spring breezes call us from out the

study hall to the more enticing joys of the tennis court and to the

quiet coolness of the campus shades. We wish for all our brothers

a happy closing of their year's work and a stronger growth of

fraternal love and fellowship.
Carl R. Loop.

BETA THETA UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH.

This issue of The Rainbow finds the members of Beta Theta
scattered all over the country enjoying their mid-winter vacation.
As most of the students at the University of the South are Southern

boys and many come from the low, malarial regions of Mississippi,
Louisiana, Alabama and Florida, the authorities of the University
thought it wise to have the long vacation during the winter months
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instead of the summer, as is the custom at other colleges. Thus the

students are away from home during the unhealthy season, and spend
the summer in the cool mountain air of Tennessee. Then when

winter comes� the time of greatest business as well as social activity
in the South, they are released from college w"ork and allowed to

visit their homes at the most attractive time of the year. The

scholastic year, however, begins in August and ends in July ; thus

making it convenient for students from other schools to enter upon
our course, or for our graduates to take up post-graduate work at

other institutions beginning their course in the fall.

Since our last letter, written in November, Beta Theta has

added one more member by the acquisition of Mr. William Henry
Poole, of Maryland, whom I now take pleasure in introducing to

the general Fraternity with the confident hope that he will prove a

source of strength and honor not only to our chapter, but to the

whole fraternity.
AVhen we all meet again at Sewanee on March 16, the familiar

faces of Brothers Howard, Bert Johnson, and G. L. Tucker will

be sorely missed. The first two have been zealously active members

from the very time of their initiation, and for several years the

name of Brother Tucker has been synonymous with all the sterling
qualities that mark a true Delta at Sewanee. Brother Tucker has

held nearly every office in the gift of the local chapter, was Presi

dent of the South Division '96 and Pan Hellenic Delegate '95-'96-'97.
He took his M.A. degree in August, 1897, and now, ha^ing finished

his course, he has been put in charge of the mission work near

Mobile, Ala. His w"ithdrawal from the University will be a great
loss to the chapter, yet we feel sure that he is not lost to the general
Fraternity but will take with him an active interest in Deltaism

wherever he may go.
In spite of these losses we have every prospect for a successful

year and trust that in the new term the chapter life will be even

more encouraging than in the term of '97.

H. W. Stark.
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BET.\ KAPP.A^ UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO.

AVe were very sorry not to have been represented in The Rain

bow's last issue and trust that the neglect will not re-occur.
During the coming spring vacation the Glee and Mandolin

Clubs will tour the state, giving as many concerts as time permits.
It has been some years since the clubs have taken a trip so that

there is much conjecture as to their reception in the different towns.

However, from present indications, it will prove a great success.
The subject of conversation in vogue at present is base-ball.

The team plays its first game today, and the result is awaited with

interest as this is the first season that the ball nine has had regular
coaching and training. Beta Kappa is well represented on the team

and holds the captaincy.
The University has recently withdrawn from the Colorado Inter

collegiate Athletic Association, so that we will be obliged to look
to the semi-professional teams of the state for a schedule of games.
For foot-ball, however, we will have games with college teams from
other states : a game having already been scheduled with the Uni

versity of Nebraska and one with Kansas University is looked for.

University of Colorado won again first place in the State Inter

collegiate Oratorical Association, and will therefore be represented
in the interitate contest.

F. T. Rubid(;e.

BETA MU TUFTS COLLEGE.

AVe are in the midst of our winter term� a season of hard
work at Tufts. The principal college activities at present are the
minstrel show to be given March 16 and 17 for the benefit of the
base-ball team and base-ball practice, which is now in full swing.

The college catalogue for the new year has just been issued.
It shows an increase in the number of students and several changes
in the different departments of instruction. The Summer School of
Chemistry has become a fixture and it is Hkely that a Summer School
in Biology will be started next season.
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Beta Mu has set apart the second Alonday evening in every
month as Alumni night. Our first meeting was in February and

brought out a number of young alumni who reside near the college.
We shall be glad to welcome any Deltas who may be in our vicinity
on these evenings.

H.\RRv AV. Clough.

BETA NU MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

Our chapter life at the Institute passes so quietly and unevent

fully that a chapter letter from Beta Nu must necessarily be short

and of little substance.

AVe wish to introduce to the Fraternity Brothers Henry
D. Jouett of Somerville, Mass., and Conrad Loring of San Fran

cisco, Cal. It is a fact that our membership has always been widely
scattered in point of residence ; and we take some pride in making
this a chapter custom, though it has the fault of giving us but few

resident alumni.

In the next issue of The Rainbow we hope to have several

more brothers to present.
The Institute under the presidency of Dr. Crafts is making

great progress. It is at present erecting a new building which will

increase its capacity by one fourth. We hope this will bring a cor

responding increase in the student body. During the last year the

Institute has received over a million dollars in legacies and her

prospects have never been brighter.
Montfort Hill Smith.

BETA XI tulane UNIVERSITY.

The approach of the spring term finds Beta Xi a compact body
working steadily.

We have nine men in the University and have bright prospects
for the future. The only objection which we find to a small chapter
is that financial assessments are heavy upon individual members.
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Among the student ' honors ' which may be credited to Beta Xi,
are : President and Secretary of the Athletic Association, President
of the Freshman Class, Vice-President of the German Club, Business

Manager of the Annual, and representation on both the weekly
paper and monthly magazine.

Eads Johnson, '98, has been forced to resign the Captaincy of

the Track and Base-ball teams on account of press of work.

Beta Xi extends a true and hearty welcome to our new Western

star�Beta Omega.
J. D. Miller.

BETA omicron CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

At the opening of the year. Beta Omicron had the satisfaction

of finding all her men back and hard at work again. Our chapter roll
now numbers twenty-three. The latest initiates being ]McKenzie,
'01, Johnson, '01, Straight, '01, and Baker, '00.

Our Junior festivities are over and the men are now buckling
down to the grind which always takes place before the final term

examinations. Cornell's Junior week was unusually successful both
socially and from a financial point of \"iew".

The Varsity crew has started practice on the water. It is very
unusual here at Ithaca for the crews to take to the water at this

early date, generally having to wait till the opening of the spring
term. The prospects for a good crew next June are very good.
All the old '97 Varsity are back, with one exception. The freshmen
are a lively lot, and are hoping to retrieve the record of last year's
freshman boat. The prospect of a race with Yale at New London
has not given universal satisfaction here. Still we feel that Cornell
has acted wisely in the matter, and time will prove it to be true.

The class of '99 holds a smoker very soon at which a pair oared
gig will be presented to the Navy. It has long been needed,
and the Junior Class is to be congratulated upon its wise selection
for a gift. It is expected that a number of old crew men will he at
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the smoker, and make speeches. Two of the '76 crew have already
signified their intention of being present.

The Sage mansion has been presented to the University by the

sons of the late Henry William Sage as a memorial to their father.

The house is to he remodeled and turned into a Hospital.
H. A. A'ouNG.

beta RHO STANFORD UNIVERSITY.

The most important event, as far as w"e are concerned, since
the last issue of The Rainbow was the installation of the Beta

Omega chapter on the evening of February the fifth. Beta Rho

had the pleasure of introducing our new brothers into the mysteries
of Deltaism at her new home. The affair was most enjoyable.

We have also added to our ow"n chapter roll the name of C. E.

Knecht, '99.
Brother Walker has recently been elected captain of the track

team.

It is stated that Phi Kappa Psi is soon to erect a home two

blocks from our own.

Frank F. Rogers.

BETA TAU UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

University affairs are moving on with their customary life and

vigor. On the fourteenth of February the university celebrated its

twenty-eighth anniversary. President A. S. Draper, of Illinois

State University, delivered the annual charter day oration. The first

mid-year commencement in the history of the university also took

place with twelve graduates. On the evening of February fourteenth
the Society of Electrical Engineers gave a reception in the armory.
It was accompanied with a fine display of the various uses of elec

tricity.
A ladies' minstrel show for the benefit of the base-ball team is

exciting the most interest of anything in university affairs so far
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this year. It promises to be a great success financially at least.

The university glee club will take a long trip over the state this

spring.
Beta Tau has been having a very prosperous year. Our present

number of actives is nineteen and is the largest for any year in the

history of the chapter.
Our latest initiates are Guy Barnes, 1900, and B. Kenelm

King, 1901.

The chapter has been strengthened by the return of Lawrence

Weaver, '99, and Frank Riley, '98, who were not in school the first

semester.

The Junior class gave their promenade on February eighteenth.
It was a very brilliant affair. John Kind was the Delta Tau repre
sentative on the committee.

A local fraternity called Tau Delta Omicron recently made its

appearance here. It is rumored that a chapter of Phi Gamma Delta

will also appear shortly.
The rapid growth of the university and the general prosperity

are largely responsible for the rapid increase in Greek-letter frater
nities here during the past two years. At present there are twelve,
and there is considerable competition for desirable men. Beta Tau

has been particularly fortunate in her choice and we have no doubt

that the high standard of the Fraternity will be maintained next

year.
C. Burton Robbins.

BETA UPSILON UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

The past term has been quite an uneventful one so far as Beta

Upsilon is concerned ; the busy season for rushing new men was

over and everyone settled down to the regular work of the college
year, fitting our recent initiates into their respective places in the

chapter and building up from within instead of from without. A
\isit of a few days from Brother Bullard, who has been away two

years, made things seem a little like olden times, especially since
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his presence brought with it the same wealth of whole-hearted fel

lowship w"hieh is one of his strong characteristics. Brother Jobst

also pays us an occasional fleeting visit and helps us on with his

good advice ; however we have a vague perception that other attrac

tions have something to do with his visits. Also Brother Forbes,
who graduated last year and has been connected with the Univer

sity of Minnesota since that time, has recently returned, and

expects to be with us for the future. We were all grieved at the

loss of Brother Russell from our ranks, some weeks since. He has

left the university to prepare for the entrance examinations to West

Point.

In securing university honors the Delts have shown themselves

to be wide awake. Brother Burkland has been initiated into Tau

Beta Pi, the honorary engineering fraternity, thus making the third

of our active list to pass its portals. He has also been appointed
manager of the High School Interscholastic Athletic Meet which

comes off in May. Brother Walter, a senior in the chemistry
department has the highest average in his class for his four years'
work, which will probably mean the valedietorianship, and proves
that while striving to excel in other lines we are not losing sight
of the one great object for which we are in school. Our aim is to

be first in the class room as well as in social and other lines. Just

now the spring examinations are upon us and the midnight oil is
burned without stint. Brother von Oven, as president of the

Western Nome, is preparing for his labors in the conference which

occurs at Minneapohs next week. We were also represented at the

annual dinner of the Chicago Alumni Association, from which our

delegate returned full of enthusiasm as well as some of the other

good things of this life. Our own annual occurs April 1st, at which
time we hope to see a goodly number of familiar faces from the past
among us. Preparations are being pushed vigorously with a view

to making it the finest thing in a social way which has marked the

student life of the university, thereby maintaining our reputation for

par excellence. We close with a hearty fraternal greeting to all

our brother chapters and the sincerest wishes for the success of our

Western Conference.
� W. E. Haseltine.
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BETA PHI OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY.

Since our last letter to The Rainbow we have employed our

"goat" and as a consequence take great pleasure in introducing to

all Delts Brother Arthur B. Chandler of Steubenville, Ohio. AVe

expect to use our goat again in a short time, as one of our pledged
men, who has been out of school this term on account of a serious

accident, will be with us again next term.

The Seniors are awakening from their dignified lethargy and

actually trying to do something tow"ard " thesis preparation."
In our debating contest with Oberlin, the Ohio State University

lost, but is already preparing to retrieve her defeat when we meet

again next year.
The new gymnasium is at last completed and classes are now

at work. A new gymnasium is something the Ohio State University
has needed for years. We have had good athletic material here,
but a lack of opportunity for training has caused the Ohio State

University to stand much lower in athletics than she will from this

time forth. AVe have several good athletes whom we expect to well

represent us in the spring contests.

Brother Dietrich was elected President of the Alcyone Literary
Society at the beginning of the Semester.

On January 28, Beta Phi gave a formal hop to the Greeks of
the Ohio State University and had the pleasure of entertaining
Brother Reifsnider, Brother Grier and Brother Southworth of Chi.
All reported a good time.

There is some stir in our midst caused by the anticipated publi
cation of our college annual� The Makio. Two years ago this
annual was the cause of some bitter strife among the frats here, and
subsequently there has been some ill-feeling along this same line.
Now all is settled and everyone is working to make it a success, and
a publication worthy of the institution. Brother Dietrich, '98, is
President of theMakio Board, which is enough to assure its success.

Beta Phi wishes to express her appreciation of the article of the
January number of The Rainbow entitled, "Arma Virumque Cano."
Such articles are an inspiration and we agree with Brother Hughes
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in saying that the author of said article� Dr. Robinson� should
be called the " stalwart of the oldest guard."

C. H. Fullekion.

BETA CHI BROWN UNIVERSITY.

The winter term has passed quietly with our chapter. AVe

expect to initiate some new men at the beginning of the next term.

Kappa Sigma has entered Brown, with a chapter of thirteen
solid men.

In the college at large, tournaments of all kinds� fencing,
handball, whist, and chess � have been successfully carried on. The
Brown Hockey Team has won laurels by victories over Harvard,
Yale and Columbia.

The most important intellectual event of the term is the forma

tion of the Debating Union and the arrangement of a joint debate

with Dartmouth. The question will be: "Resolved, That apart
from legislation the New England textile industries will be able to

maintain themselves, the word legislation including only the tariff

and labor laws." The fact that Brown has done little in debating,
and that Dartmouth is our most natural rival, makes this contest

important, especially as it is likely to lead to like debates in future

years.
Fred A. Smart.

beta PSI WABASH COLLEGE.

Beta Psi is glad to introduce to the other chapters a new

pledged man, Charles Barclay Moore, '00.
In the line of scholarship, upon which so much stress was laid

in a recent number of The Rainbow, we feel that we have distin

guished ourselves. The trustees voted that the graduating class

should be represented Commencement Day by speakers chosen from

the class on the basis of general excellence in college work. Delta
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Tau has two representatives. Brothers Cary and Given, while no

other fraternity has more than one and some have none.

Brother King is recording secretary of the college Y. M. C. A.
for next year.

Last week we gave one of the most pleasant dances we have

ever had in our hall.

All the men are earnest and enthusiastic, and will come back

after next week's vacation ready to work for the glory of Delta

Tau.
G. A. Ferguson.

BETA O.MEGA university OF CALIFORNIA.

To its older sister chapters the infant, Beta Omega, sends

greeting and thanks for many attentions.

Since our initiation into Delta Tau Delta, on February 5, our

chapter history has been, of course, necessarily brief and uneventful
� though the time has been ample, nevertheless, for the newly
instilled Deltaism to take strong root m California. ' Our reception
into Delta Tau Delta by the Beta Rho chapter of Stanford was in

every way as pleasant an event as can be imagined, and afforded an

auspicious and enthusiastic inauguration of our new career. We
realize our youth and our difficulties in struggling with the dozen
other fraternities at Berkeley, but are determined to set and main
tain a high standard. In Brother Babcock we have as you know,
a very competent mentor.

Our efforts, thus far, have been toward securing a suitable

chapter house for next term, our members being at present vari
ously distributed over Berkeley, .San Francisco and Oakland.
We have under consideration several excellent houses, and only
delay that we may select the fittest shrine for Delta Tau Delta.

AVithout a common home, our "rushing" is restricted and

cautious, but we have in view two possible additions to our number
in the near future. The present membership is fourteen,� a round
number which we do not care to increase except by the best possible
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additions. In the faculty we are represented by two members.
Brothers Babcock and Leuschner, and in college affairs we claim

the captain of the Varsity foot-ball eleven, presidents of Associated

Students and class of '99, member of Skull and Keys, two members

on College AVeekly� The Occident� and candidates for base-ball

and military honors.

During the past two months the University has been over

spread with quiet, the usual rainy hibernation. The Carnot Debate,
the principal Intercollegiate contest during this period, was won by
Mr. Fryer, AI.C, a member of Delta Upsilon. All activities are

now being concentrated upon base-ball and track athletics. The

recent Intercollegiate Chess Tournament we won also from

Stanford.
The University at large is rejoicing in three new buildings�

merely temporary structures,� hut affording good accommodations

for students until the plans of the " Greater University" shall be

consummated. AVe realize that California is entering upon an era

of great prosperity, and sincerely trust that we may reflect some

of its lustre through our Fraternity.
Gilbert J. Rector.
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BOYS OF OLD.

alpha.

'90.�William Russell, of Warren, Ohio, paid the chapter a

visit recently and presented Alpha with several pictures of the Fra

ternity during his college days.
'96.�Charles Taylor is a member of the firm of Jackson &

Taylor, job printers, Akron, O.
'96.� Herman Chamberlain is teaching in the public schools of

Canton, O.
'96.�Arthur Thompson is holding a position with theWesting-

house Company, Pittsburg.
'97.� AV. L. MacGowan is superintendent of public schools at

Warren, Pa.

delta.

'88.�A. O. Leuschner, Asst. Professor of Astronomy at

Berkeley, has recently returned from an extended trip abroad and

has resumed his duties at the University of California. The San

Francisco Call says that he is prominently mentioned as successor

to Professor Holden of the Lick Observatory.

epsilon.

'88.� Rev. H. C. Sripps, pastor of the Haven M. E. Church
of Detroit, represented the'alumni of the college at the recent inaug
uration of President Ashley. He gave a forceful and stirring
address.

'94.�^ Herbert W. Cushman, who has been a sojourner in the
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south since leaving college, has returned and expects in the near

future to become a partner in a bank at Tekousha.

'98.� Frank Mulholland won the preliminary in the North

western Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest held at Ann Arbor

recently by the Junior law class.

zeta.

'86.�M. T. Hole is on the faculty of the Normal School at

Canfield, O.
'94.� S. D. Shankland is superintendent of the schools at

Willoughby, O.
'95.� E. S. Wiers is spending his second year at Union Theo

logical Seminary.
'95.�G. P. Kerr is superintendent of the schools at Indepen-

dance, O.
'95.�Oscar J. Horn is studying law at the City Hall of Cleve

land in the office of Miner T. Norton, Esq., Sigma '78.

'95.� P. T. Thompson is in the hardware business at A^oungs-
town, O.

'96.� R. H. Tanner is office manager with Browning, King,
and Co., Cleveland.

'97.�T. N. Murray is employed with a publishing firm in

Chicago.

kappa.

'74.�W. W. Heckman delivered the Washington Day address

before the Adams School in Chicago.
'75. � Wesley Sears of Jackson, Mich., was in Hillsdale

recently and met some of the active men of the chapter. He still

takes a lively interest in the chapter's welfare.

'87.� E. L. J. Mills is a successful banker in Mancelona,
Mich.

'88.�H. M. Coldren is Superintendent of the Public Schools

in Mancelona, Mich.
'91.� E. D. Reynolds is a successful lawyer in Rockford, 111.
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MU.

'82.� The Rev. C. E. Jefferson has accepted the call to Broad

way Tabernacle, New A''ork City. He began his duties there

March 1.

'84.� The Rev. H. B. Swartz has returned from Japan, where
he has given good service as Presiding Elder and Teacher, and will
take a pastorate in New England this spring. He is a loyal and

liberal member of the Fraternity.
'88.� The Rev. Frank D. Tubbs has returned from Mexico and

is at present at his old home in New York State.
'89.� Herman L. Amiss is still in the Labor Department at

Washington, D. C.
'91.� Elmer L. Scott is connected as advertising agent with

Sears, Roebuck & Co., of Chicago. He resides in Evanston.
'92.� Olin H. Basquin has recently made a trip to England in

the interest of the Prism Co., which he represents.
'92.� John K. Doan is still secretary of the Y. M. C. A., at

Utica, N. Y. He has had repeated opportunities in other fields
but has preferred his present work.

'93.� W. B. Hillman is with Oscar D. Lear in business at

Springfield, 0. The Springfield Republic Times speaks of him as
" a thoroughly competent and up-to-date young business man, who
has been with Mr. Lear for about three years."

O.MICRON.

'87.� H. H. Carson is representing Hutting Brothers of
Muscatine, la.

'96.� J. T. McVay is at present employed in a law office at
Sioux City, la.

'96.� L. M. Roberts has a position in a large commission house
at Chicago.

'97.� C. S. Smith has accepted a position on the Omaha Bee.
'97.� J. G. Swenson is very ill with an attack of rhuematism

of the heart. His recovery is very doubtful.
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'97.� R. O. Brown is city soliciter for Swifts Packing Company
of Chicago.

'97.� C. S. Kingsbury is practicing law at A'ankton, S. D.

'99.�M. T. Coldren has a trustworthy position in the Ameri

can Trust Company at Cedar Rapids, la.

pi.

'51.� Rev. M. C. Pegues was found dead in his bed on the

morning of February 7, at his home six miles from Holly Springs.
He was buried in Oxford the following day.

He was the last survivor of the charter members of the Rain

bow Fraternity.
The following resolutions were passed by the chapter :

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to summon from this

world Marlborough C. Pegues, a good citizen, true friend, and

devoted Christian gentleman.
And Wliereas, His loss is mourned by the Fraternity of which

he was a member.
Be it resolved. That we extend our most sincere sympathy to

his friends and relatives.

Be it further resolved. That the members of this chapter wear
the usual sign of mourning.

Be it further resolved. That these resolutions be spread upon

our minutes, and that copies be sent to The Rainbow and Holly
Springs papers for publication.

J. R. McDowell.

J. F. Pope.

W. D. Myers.

The last one of the original seven who organized the Rainbow

or W. W. AV. Fraternity is dead.

The pioneer spirits of the historic institution, to which Delta

Tau Delta owes much, have one after another withdrawn from the

sight of their successors, and now the mystic number of those illus

trious founders is complete in another land where fraternal bonds
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are never broken. The Fraternity is now to advance unaided by
the presence of the elders. Marlborough Pegues proved himself

during his long and exemplary life to be a worthy example of the

illustrious company of alumni.

He was born in the year 1833 at Cheran, S. C. He

came to Mississippi as a boy, and after taking his preparatory
course, entered the State LTniversity and graduated early in the

fifties. He made a creditable record in the Civil War, and at the
close of the war entered the ministry in the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. After a few years spent as Pastor of the Snow
Creek Church, he retired from the ministry and married Miss Emily
Hodges, who lived only a few years after her marriage. After the
death of his wife Mr. Pegues spent the remainder of his life upon
his farm in Marshall county with his books, living a life that will

long be remembered as one of true friendship and charity and of
reverence for his Maker.

'96.� Ernest Neilson Beard and Miss Laura Lipscomb, both
of Columbus, Miss., were married Nov. 18, 1897. They are mak

ing their home in Columbus, where Mr. Beard is engaged in the
mercantile business.

'96.�Andrew Bostwick is interested in the Memphis Queens-
ware Company.

'97.� Ewell D. Scales is Professor of Mathematics at St.
Thomas Hall, Holly Springs, Miss.

'98.� Kenneth A. Jones is book-keeper for Jones & Co.,
Greenwood, Miss.

'98.� John H. Beard has just finished his business course at

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and is now book-keeper for Beard and Co.,
Columbus, Miss.

'99.�W. F. Brown has recently been elected assistant book
keeper of the Bank of Holly Springs.
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'96.� H. St.C. Hathaway has returned to Gambler with his

beautiful and accomplished wife, formerly Miss Jean Groo. She

was one of Salt Lake City's best-known society ladies.

'96.�H. A. Barbour was married to Miss Edna Kerr of Pitts

burg, formerly a student at Harcourt Seminary, Gambler, O.

beta beta.

'86.� Ira B. Blackstock, one of Delta Tau Delta's most loyal
and helpful alumni, is no longer with the Springfield (111.) N'eivs.

He has now a lucrative position with the Pure Ice and Cold Storage
Co. of Springfield. He was married June 16, 1897, to Miss Mary
J. Hardtner of Springfield, 111.

BETA ETA.

'85.� Prof. Chas. L. Edwards, of the University of Cincinnati,
has received a great honor in being elected first Vice-President of

the American Folk-Lore Society at its recent Ninth Annual Session

at Johns Hopkins University.
'90.�Max AVest, a former Assistant-Editor of The Rainbow,

is in the Department of 'Agriculture, Division of Statistics, atWash

ington, D. C.

BETA XI.

'89.� C. Robert Churchill read a paper before the Sugar
Planters' Association of Louisiana on "The Demck or Churchill

System of Feeding Sugar Cane to the Carrier." The paper created

great interest and was followed by a discussion.

BETA TAU.

'94.�w. M. and J. H. Johnston are practicing law in Billings,
Mont.
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'95. Adam McMullen occupies a position in the Attorney-
General's office, AVashington, D. C.

'96.�William AVilson, is now practicing law at Nebraska

City.
'96. A. J. AVeaver is Chairman of the Nebraska Free Silver

Republican state central committee.

'96 J. B. Barnes is teaching school at Norfolk, Neb.
'97.� Geo. Thomas is now principal of the High School at

McCook, Neb.
'97.�Henry Lehnhoff is attending the Northwestern Medical

College.
'97.� Treinaine Burrows is teaching in a Mihtary Academy at

Peekskill, N. Y.
'97.� Ray P. Teele has recently married and now occupies a

position in the Government printing office in AVashington, D. C.
'97.� R. H. Manley is city editor of the Fremont Tribune.

the l. .s. (rainbow).

'77.� Thomas .J. Trimmier, perhaps as loyal an alumnus as

could be found among all received into Delta Tau Delta from the

Rainbow, died in a tragic manner March 1. We have received no

further particulars than the following clipping from the New Orleans

Times-Democrat :

Spartansburg, S. C, March 1.�This afternoon T. ,T. Trimmier, a

well-known merchant and respected citizen, was .shot and killed by Dr.
S. J. Bivings, a prominent dentist. Bivings entered Trimmier's store

with a pistol in each hand and without warning shot Trimmier three

times, one ball entering the heart and causing instant death. Trimmier's
son also was wounded in the left hand. The cause of the shooting is a

mysterj-, as the men had been close friends.

Brother Trimmier was a most generous helper to the Frater

nity, a constant and interested reader of The Rainbow and prompt
in all his financial relations with its management.

Alost of the members of the present Arch Chapter will remem
ber the great and persistent fight he made for a chapter at AA'offord
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Cohege and the compHcations that followed it. He was about the

only man who ever aided us materially in the search for Rainbow

members in South and North CaroHna and had it not been for him

we would now be in total darkness concerning the AVofford and

Furnam Chapters. The Fraternity loses a deserving brother in

T. J. Trimmier's very sad ending.
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Delta Upsilon is considering petitions from the University of

Nebraska and McGiU University, Montreal.

Zeta Psi is said to be entertaining a petition from students at

the University of Minnesota.

Logan Carlisle, recently deceased, was a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon from the Washington and Lee chapter.

Kappa Sigma entered Brown University on Feb. 21, 1898, by
initiating thirteen men.

The Hon. Stephen J. Field, Chief Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, is a member of Delta Upsilon from the Williams

Chapter. He was a charter member of the first chapter.
Phi Gamma Delta will observe her semi-centennial in 1898.

The plan is to hold the session in observance of the event at Wash

ington, Pa., with theWashington and Jefferson chapter. This was

the birthplace of the fraternity.
The correspondent of the Phi Delta Theta Scroll from Penn

sylvania college is authority for the statement that Sigma Chi at

that institution has initiated five preparatory students and that

Alpha Tau Omega has initiated one.

President E. Benjamin Andrews of Brown University is a

member of Delta Upsilon from the Brown chapter, class of 1870.

At Washington and Lee there are 75 fraternity men as follows :

Phi Kappa Psi, 10 ; Kappa Alpha, 13 ; Sigma Nu, 8 ; Phi Gamma

Delta, 5 ; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 5 ; Mu Pi Lambda, 6 ; Delta Tau

Delta, 9 ; Alpha Tau Omega, 8 ; Kappa Sigma, 2 ; Phi Delta

Theta, 1 ; Sigma Chi, 8.

At Lehigh there are 148 fraternity men, divided as follows :

Sigma Chi, 12; Chi Phi, 6; Alpha Tau Omega, 8; Delta Phi, 14;
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Psi Upsilon, 17; Theta Delta Chi, 9; Delta Upsilon, 11; Sigma
Nu, 7 ; Phi Gamma Delta, 11 ; Sigma Phi, 12 ; Phi Delta Theta, 7 ;
Delta Tau Delta, 8 ; Beta Theta Pi, 7 ; Kappa Alpha, 10 ; Chi

Psi, 9.

At Amherst, Psi U has 38 men. Phi Kappa Psi, 35 ; Alpha
Delta Phi, 33 ; Delta Kappa Epsilon, 31 ; Beta Theta Pi, Delta Chi
and Phi Delta Theta, 30 each; Delta Upsilon, 27; Chi Phi, 23;
Chi Psi, 22 ; Phi Gamma Delta, 9.

At Vanderbilt, Phi Delta Theta has 26 men, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, 26; Kappa Alpha, 24; Kappa Sigma, 21; Delta Kappa
Epsilon, 27 ; Alpha Tau Omega, 19 ; Delta Tau Delta, 14 ; Sigma
Nu, 14; Sigma Chi, 10; Chi Phi, 12; Pi Kappa Alpha, 7; Beta

Theta Pi, 3.

The Hon. Foster M. Voorhees, the acting Governor of New

Jersey, is a Delta Upsilon of the Rutgers chapter.
The Twenty-sixth Convention of Phi Kappa Sigma was held at

Washingtoia, Pa., Jan. 7-8, 1898. Nine of the twelve chapters
were represented.

Phi Kappa Sigma has withdrawn from the University of

Toronto. The cause is the scattering of its membership.
The last Convention of Delta Kappa Epsilon looked with favor

upon an application from Tulane University, and the probabilities
are that the Fraternity will establish a Chapter at that institution
in due time.� The Kappa Sigma Caduceus.

The Psi Upsilon Fraternity formally dedicated a new chapter
house at Syracuse University, January 30. Among other members

of the fraternity, representatives of the general council and prominent
alumni were present. The dedicator}' rites were followed by a

banquet in the new house. The toastmaster was chosen from among
the institutors of the chapter in 1875. At present there are eigh
teen men housed in the new building, and there are accommodations

for more.� Phi Delta Theta Scroll.

The original Charter of the Harvard Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
which was lost several years ago and found again at a sale of anti-
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quities last year, has been given by AVilliam and Mary College to

the College Library. This charter was granted in 1779 by "the

members of the meeting Alpha of William and Mary College,
Virginia," to their brother, Elisha Parmeli, of the University of

Cambridge. Parmeli received the charter in person from the meet

ing Alpha in Virginia. He was allowed to stop at New Haven on

his homeward journey, that he might organize there a ATale branch.
The A''ale fraternity is thus older than that of Harvard.� Cornell
Sun.

Fifty years ago a man usually wore his Fraternity pin in his
cravat. As time wore on the pm advanced to the lapel of the coat,
then Fraternity conservatism dictated that it was ill-mannered to

display it upon any place but the waistcoat. The best authorities

upon the subject recognize that it is only proper to wear the pin as

near the heart as possible. But at Yale several of the local socie
ties make a specialty of wearing their pins, which are small, in their
cravats. A queer thing w"ith the Shef societies, of A'ale, is the

calling the name of a Fraternity by its house instead of the Greek
letter. The Delta Phis are usually called St. Elmo men ; those of
Delta Psi, the Tea Company; the house the Chi Phis rented was

located on A'ork Street, and their men in consequence are spoken of
as members of York Hall ; Theta Xi rents the house No. 43 College
Street, and are dubbed by her rivals 43 College. A knowledge of
these localisms is interesting to all Fraternity men, and shows at
A'ale that a Fraternity is recognized more by its habitation than its
pin.�Phi Gamma Delta Quarterly.

The total enrollment in the University of Alichigan for the
current year has reached 3150. There is a total of 657 members
of Greek-letter societies in the University, 465 men and 192 women.
This number is divided among the various schools and fraternities
as follows :

Literary Department� Chi Psi, 14; Alpha Delta Phi, 26;
Deha Kappa Epsilon, 21; Sigma Phi, 17; Zeta Psi, 14; Psi
Upsilon, 31; Beta Theta Pi, 23 ; Phi Kappa Psi, 20 ; Delta Upsilon,
22; Delta Tau Delta, 9; Phi Delta Theta, 23; Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, 20; Theta Delta Chi, 16: Sigma Chi, 24; total, 280.
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IntheLawSchool� Phi Delta Phi, 22; Delta Chi, 26 ; Kappu
Sigma, 16; total, 64.

In the Medical School� Nu Sigma Nu, 23; Phi Rho Sigma,
15 ; AIu Sigma Alpha, 10 ; total 48.

In the Dental School� Delta Sigma Delta, 27 ; Xi Phi Psi, 29 ;

total, 56.
In the School of Pharmacy� Phi Chi, 17.

Sororities�Gamma Phi Beta, 15 ; Delta Gamma, 18 ; Sorosis,
29 ; Pi Beta Phi, 15 ; Kappa Kappa Gamma, 21 ; Alpha Phi, 26 ;

Kappa Alpha Theta, 13 ; Delta Delta Delta, 12 ; Alpha Epsilon
Iota, 20; Omega Psi, 23; total, 192.�Sigma Chi Quarterly.

The Chicago Evening Post, of Jan. 29, 1898, has the following
item regarding the attempted lifting of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Chapter at the Northwestern University by the Phi Delta Theta

Chapter at the same institution :

Several years ago the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, at its AVash

ington Convention, took high grounds and forbade any of its chapters,
which are in sixty American colleges, to initiate any man who had ever

been a member of any other college fraternity. The proposition of the

Northwe-stern " Phi Delts " to their college mates was made through Clay
Buntain, a prominentmember of the local chapter, who, accomijained by
an alumnus of the chapter, called upon a member of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Sunday, January 16. After a promise of secrecy was made, the
"bid "of the Phi Delta Theta was explained and the "rushers" left.

AV. R. Prickett, the student who was approached, was not slow in impart
ing the news to the other members of his chapter, who are Albert R.

Jones, Oscar Dorman, Karl L. Snyder and Charles H. Green. They were
surprised at the proposition, for they believed their loyalty to their broth

erhood was unquestioned. They did not have to take any vote on the

offer. The question of accepting it never entered their heads.

The next evening Mr. Buntain called at the Sigma AljAa l^psilon
house for an answer. He was met by Albert R. Jones, who acted as

spokesman for his fellows. Jones told him that when his college chums

received the " bid " they hardly knew whether to consider it an insult or

not, and that, while they recognized that the members of the " Phi Delts "

were of high standing in college circles, they felt that they would gain
nothing by leaving such a fraternity as their own.
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The Phi Delta Theta man tried to explain that, the Northwestern

Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon being composed of men of the highest
standing in college, his society meant its offer as a compliment.

" AVell," said Jones, " w"e will have to look upon your offer as well

intended, but we could never think of accepting it. We will send you a

formal refusal."
This has since been done, and the letter is worded as follows and

signed by every member of the chapter :

We, the members of the Psl Omega Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity, liave this to say to the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity of Northwest
ern University :

1. That we can never honorably become members of an.v other frater

nity under any circumstances whatever.
2. That we would not think for a moment of breaking our chapter

ties nor of giving up our national fraternity for any other, even if such an

act were consistent with the principles of our order.
The proposition of Phi Delta Theta is rejected.

ALBERT R. JONES,
OSCAR DORMAN,
CHARLES GREEN,
KARL L. SNYDER,
W. R. PRICKETT.

This answer has been sent to Clay Buntain, W. H. Conner and Mott
P. Mitchell, three of the most prominent members of the chapter of Phi
Delta Theta.

Oscar Dorman, one of the members of the chapter that turned down
the "bid," to-day said : " Yes, it is true that we have refused to amalga-
gate with Phi Delta Theta, but as our boys have warm friends among the
"Phi Delts" we are loath to say anything concerning it. We respect
their organization, which has a high standing both locally and nationally,
but our own fraternity stands as high as any in the country."

The history of the two chapters of Northwestern is honorable. Phi
Delta Theta was the first fraternity to appear at the Evanston school, and
many of the brightest graduates of Northwestern wore its badge. The
chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon was chartered three years ago. Since
then it has made a splendid record. Its policy has been conservative and
its members strive to keep its membership at such a number that it will
be congenial.
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From the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Record we take the following
correspondence in. reference to the same affair:

On learning t'ne details of this unfortunate affair, our eminent Supreme
Archon at once decided to call it to the attention of the general officer of
Phi Delta Theta. Accordingly he sent the following letter to the president
of their general council :

"Mr. Walter B. Palmer, 511 S. Spruce street, Nashville, Tenn.:
" Dear Sir : � I hereby officially call your attention to the fact that

certain members of the Northwestern University Chapter of Phi Delta
Theta approached the members of Illinois Psi-Oinega Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, and extended a formal invitation to them, collectively and

individually, to join the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. I therefore request
that the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity take immediate steps to seek out and

punish all its members who took part in this act, whereby they violated
their own honor and insulted members of Sigma Alpha Epsilon by asking
them to break their oaths.

" Respectfully yours,
"A. M. Austin."

To this the following reply was received by Brother Austin on the

morning of February 14 :

Minneapolis, Minn., February 10th, 1898.
Mr. Albert M. Austin, Cleveland, Ohio :

" Dear Sir:� Your letter to the president of the Phi Delta Theta

Fraternity in regard to the alleged attempt on the part of the Illinois Alpha
Chapter of our fraternity to ' ' Lift " certain members of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity, has been forwarded to me.

" As soon as the newspaper article appeared, I took steps to investi

gate the facts with a view of bringing the matter before our next Conven
tion for action. I am still engaged in this work.

" The General Council has no power to
" punish " members of the

fraternity as you suggest, but you may be sure this matter will not be

passed lightly by.
"A'ours cordially,

"Walter R. Brown,
" Secretary of General Council of Phi Delta Theta."

The only reference to this particular case in the February Scroll
of Phi Delta Theta is this in the Northwestern chapter letter :

AVe shall have something to say at another time in regard to the

article that appeared in the Chicago Evening Posl, of January 29, alleging
that an attempt had been made by Illinois Alpha to lift the local chapter
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
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Phi Delta Theta, however, is not likely to encourage any such

work as is thus charged upon her Northwestern members. For in

the same number of The Scroll the editor thus comments on the

lifting of a Theta Delta Chi at Williams by Kappa Alpha :

The editor of the Shield has done well in presenting the facts in

this case so fully, for they are instructive to other fraternities. Kappa
Alpha has brought deserved odium upon herself by inducing a man to

become a traitor to the fraternity whose vows he first voluntarily assumed

and then basel}- violated. All honest men in all fraternities will con

gratulate Theta Delta Chi that she is rid of such a renegade.
We thus present all sides of the matter as given up to date.

It is a wholesome sign when such a charge creates so deep feeling.
It is to be hoped that this deplorable affair may be explained with
out discredit to anyone's honor.
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THE GREEK PRESS.

Stimulated by the recent legislation of two of our fraternities,
the magazines have had much to say regarding Theta Nu Epsilon
and like societies. Inasmuch as the matter is of such great
importance, in general, and of such great interest to Delta Tau

Delta, iu particular, we present now clippings from several of our

exchanges. The views expressed are, as a rule, temperate. The

only wish seems to be to find out what is the salutary thing for the

future of the standard Greek Letter societies. It will be readily
seen that the sentiment is all directed to one conclusion. In all our

reading we have found but one dissenting opinion.
The November Rainbow announces that members of Delta Tau Delta

are forbidden to join Theta Nu Epsilon and kindred societies. For the

benefit of those of our readers who are unacquainted with Theta Nu

Epsilon, w"e would state that it is a sophomore society which originated at

AVesleyan College in 1870, but which has now gained a foothold in many
eastern colleges. The badge is two keys crossed behind a skull on whose

forehead appear the Greek letters "�. N. E." Such societies are objec
tionable for many reasons. They frequently seek to draw their member

ship from young fraternity initiates, whose interests thus become early
divided between their real fraternities and these societies. Moreover, to
the outside world, ignorant of any distinction between a fraternity and a

social organization bearing a Greek letter name, Theta Nu Epsilon and

kindred societies, with their interference in class politics, their opposition
to faculty discipline and their grotesque, fool-hardy initiations, stand as

blameworthy exponents of the fraternity system as a whole. Some of our

leading men's fraternities have, therefore, wisely denounced the proceed
ings of such societies by forbidding their members to join them.� The

Anchora of Delta Gamma.

ThetaNu Epsilon has not had any very serious effect on Sigma Alpha
Epsilon in so far as the Editor knows.

'

There are some good points about

it, though in the majority of cases it appears to have a deleterious effect

on recoo-nized national fraternities. This is a matter which cannot profit-
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ably be discussed by the Editor. Of this the individual chapters are the

best judges, because they have the best know"ledge of the effect of Theta

Nu Epsilon on themselves. The matter is bound to come before the

next convention, however, and will bear much private discussion before

December.� The Record of Sigma Alpha Ejjsilon.

The class fraternity of Theta Nu Epsilon has received some rather

hard shocks recently. At the Kappa Sigma reunion at Nashville, October
15 and 16, resolutions were adopted recommending to the Grand Chapter
a rule prohibiting membership in Theta Nu Epsilon and similar societies.

Alembers of Delta Tau Delta were forbidden by enactment of the Chicago
Convention in August to join Theta Nu Epsilon and kindred societies.

The nineteenth biennial convention of Kappa Alpha (Southern), held at

Nashville last June, interpreted the constitution of the fraternity to debar
all members of the Kappa Alpha Order from joining Theta Nu Epsilon and
pseudo-fraternities in general. Similar action by Phi Delta Theta is only
a matter of time, if it has not already been taken. In other fraternities the

question is being agitated with a view to action. We understand that
Phi Gamma Delta is wavering, and Phi Kappa Psi is certainly divided on

the question.� Delta Upsilon Quarterly.
AVe are glad to note in another column the fact that several frater

nities have taken action against Theta Nu Epsilon. Other fraternities are

agitating tlie question. Delta Upsilon has long waged war against this
parasite of the Greek collegiate world. The influence of class fraternities,
especially such a one as Theta Nu Epsilon, has never been for good, and
has often, we fear, been for bad. The member of such a society undoubt
edly must abate somewhat of his loyalty for his general fraternity, gain
ing naught in return except an occasional office, to obtain which doubtful
political schemes are often employed. AA'e hope to see other fraternities
follow the example already set until Theta Nu Epsilon is thereby legis
lated out of existence.� Editorial Delta Ipsilon Quarterly.

The question of the so-called class fraternities and local organiza
tions which are in existence in many American colleges is one which is
just now receiving considerable attention, not only from college and uni
versity authorities, but also from the governing bodies of many of the
national Greek letter societies. The recent action of Kappa Alpha in
forbidding its members to join organizations of the Tlteta Nu Epsilon
type was referred to in the November number of the Quarterly. The
general tone of fraternity publications at present seems to t)e averse to
the system. So far as Sigma Chi is concerned no general policy has as
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yet been decided upon by the Grand Chapter, but in one or two instances
where the question has been referred to the Grand Triumvirs it has been
decided that such organizations were not keeping with the policy of the

Fraternity, and members have been advised not to join them. We do
not deem it wise at this time to enter fully into a discussion of the

question but there seem to be many reasons for an attitude of this sort,
and it is hoped that the members of our various chapters will proceed
carefully in propositions for membership in class societies and weigh well
the consequences before deciding.� The Sigma Chi Quarterly.

The question for us to consider is whether it is detrimental to Phi

Kappa Psi for its members to join this class society. If it is detrimental,
and if Tlieta Nu Epsilon is the real cause of trouble in our ranks, then
most certainly we should act. Brother Holden suggests that we create a

sentiment in the matter, and let each chapter determine what is best for
itself. 1 doubt the advisability of such a movement. If we create senti

ment either way in the matter, and instruct each chapter to act for itself,
then I fear dissensions and ill-feeling might arise. In my opinion this is

not a question for the undergraduates to decide. AVe, as a Fraternity,
should determine what is best, and have all the chapters abide l)y our

decision.

I believe, however, that it is not necessary for our Fraternity to act.

I am sincere iu the belief that Theta Nu Epsilon does not divide interest.

It serves its own purpose in its own sphere, and our members should have

the privilege of joining if they so desire. We must not fear outside
influences ; we must not attempt to hold the interest of our members by
restricting them. Let our members join Theta Nu Epsilon, or any local
societj- they wish� it will not weaken us� rather it will strengthen us,
for the more we associate with members of other Fraternities, the better.�

Walter Clothier, in Phi Kappa Psi Shield.

It has been ten years since Indiana Alpha, De Pauw, took her stand

against such organizations as Theta Nu Epsilon. I am glad to see the

Fraternity world is gradually coming to the same position. I am proud
that Indiana Alpha was among the pioneers in this movement.� G. W.

Stewart, in Phi Kappia Psi Shield.

Complaints continue to come in about Theta Nu Epsilson, and tlie

probability is that the next Grand Chapter will forbid members joining
that Fraternity. Here is a sample from one of our chapters which at one

time stood near the top in everything, but now shows no life although
existing ! " Here the members who belong to Theta Nu J^psilon take no
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interest w"hatever in their old fraternity, nor do they seem to care for it.

Instead their whole fraternity life seems to be wrapped up in Theta Nu.

It certainly seems to me that every time a Sigma Nu joins that fraternity
it re.sults in injury to our fraternit}-."� Editorial in Delta of Sigma Nu.

AA'e have a sense of comfort iu the note in the Phi Kappa Psi

Shield for January indicating that Phi Kappa Psi is not sure about

the date of her birth. Delta Tau Delta gives her companionship in

that doubt. B. H. Timberlake, of Minnesota, wrote for informa

tion. The Editor says :

Thereupon he wrote to Brother A'an Cleve, former Editor of The

Shield, who laconically rejdied : "Don't know"."

Brother Secretary Holden, who had been out to a banquet the night
before, answered our letter on this subject thus :

" I can afford jou no information as to correct date of the founding
of the Fraternity. 1 note that Brother Smart says Feb. 19. 1852; that
some one else asserts it was Feb. 8, 1852. Brother E. C. Moderwell, on
page 397, A'ol. XA', of The Shield, says February 20. P.ay your money
and take yom- choice. The date ought to be definitely ascertained and
settled. Probably Brothers Smart and Moderwell are both right."

Now, since this matter is again in doubt, although it was seemingly
settled, if Brother Timberlake's memory serves him right, and if he did
not get his date out of the AA'estern air, it should be disposed of by the

coming (J. A. C. once for all.

The Shield gives, Hkewise, an interesting article on the " Non-

Fraternity Idea." It is from the pen of a Phi Psi who went to
Oberhn. A student there attacked fraternities as per this account :

Then he went on to tell me about our Beloit Chajiter. ' ' That is the
worst one of all," he said: " they try to run all the student enterprises,
and hold all the offices that they haven't the ability to fill properly." I
suggested that it doubtless required some ability to gain these offices, but
he stuck to bis point that the scholarship of the fellows in Phi Kappa Psi
did not amount to anything, and claimed that they never studied.

"Now, I was inclined to doubt this latter statement of his, and
luckily I ran across a Beloit Chapter letter in a Shield for 1896-97, which
I have bound, which threw some light on the subject under discussion .
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From a Beloit Chapter letter on page 6t5 I read to the crowd of fellows

present: " Three of our Seniors hold the highest rank in scholarship for
the four years' course. Brother Benson was Valedictorian, Brother

Blanchard, Salutatorian, and Brother Smith was a close third in the grad
uating class." The laugh was on the ex-Beloit barb., as he was obliged
to admit the truth of the statement, and he no longer says that Psi Psis of
Wisconsin Gamma have no scholarship.

The Alpha Tau Omega Palm for January quotes entire our

editorial in a previous issue regarding her initiation of honorary
members. The editor of the Pcdm does not take the sentiments of
our editorial very graciously. He speaks of our views as being
"expressed condescendingly and superciliously" and assumes a

mock gratitude " for the advice so kindly given." His whole atti
tude is that of one who has no argument and who, therefore, substi
tutes sarcasm and falls back into the independent attitude saying
that Alpha Tau Omega "will go about her business as usual and
initiate aliens into the fraternity in the manner provided by her

constitution, just as she has always done." Brother Ehle himself,
the lonely advocate in Greekdom of the obsolete custom of initiating
honorary members, could not state his case without using the word

aliens. Instead of arguing the question at issue�whether the col

lege fraternity ideal allows the initiation of honorary members, the
editor tries to put the question beyond debate by assuming a " mind-

your-own-business" air and a beautiful faUing back upon "the

policy of our founders." We suspect, however, that this latter

motive is used with due convenience. Alpha Tau Omega has already
abandoned her founders' policy at many points. No appeal to her

past would lead her to re-establish her " community chapters" nor
induce her to enter " Bingham High School" either by absorbing or

directly chartering a chapter there. An editorial in the June, 1897,
Rainbow told of an honorary member who three months after his

initiation had. actually forgotten the name of the fraternity that had

initiated him. That man was initiated by Alpha Tau Omega. If

Brother Ehle feels that it is a wise "policy" to initiate honorary
members and that the difference between such and the men who
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spent their college years under the influence of Alpha Tau Omega
is so slight that it need not be indicated in her generally excellent

catalogue, both he and his fraternity are welcome to their cheap and

easy glory. The custom of honorary initiations, which has been
more or less observed by many of our fraternities, has been largely
outgrown. As the ideal of the college fraternities has emerged into
clearer light the Greek world has very generally obeyed its call. It
will be heeded more and more. The journals of the fraternities and
the sentiments of fraternity men are now almost unanimous on this

question.

The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly for February has the

following on the above subject :

In this struggle for recruits the requirements as to the place of
initiation are also frequently dispensed with in a delightfully informal
manner. AVe have heard of one who was " put through " on a trip to

Chicago, the ceremony taking place in the lower berth of a sleeping-car.
.Just how the ritual and its supposedly necessary accompaniments were

observed in this case, we are imable to even gue.ss. But the "brother'
came forth from behind the curtains a full-fledged member the next

morning. In another instance the job was performed in bathing suits
during a sea-water plunge, and we have even heard of a girl who " rode
the goat" in her back parlor on a summer evening� a much more

sensible place to impart the grip than in the water. Sex, apparently,
does not stand in the way. The feverish haste to fill up their lists with
"big" men seems to have produced a reckless abandon, which in some

Fraternities, if not checked, bids fair to corrupt and destroy the usefidness
of those societies. Such artificial exaltation only cheapens. This plan of
initiating men out of college is radically wrong, and diametrically opposed
to the true Fraternity idea. In our opinion, no man should even be taken
into a college Fraternity unless he is an actual bona fide student in course,
no matter how distinguished or how worthy he mav be, either as an

honorary member or otherwise. To take in men after they have gone
out of college is only one step from taking men in who were neve�r in
college. It is not only a ridiculous, absurd practice� and it has actually
become a practice with some societies� but a dangerous one.
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Tlie Caduceus of Kappa Sigma for March contains a peculiar
article by an alumnus. His view, as a whole, is given in this
selection :

In short, this particular Alumnus and his fellows regarded the Fra

ternity at large as a convenience which might possibly be useful w"hen

travelling in one's own coimtry, or in foreign lands, and considered the

Chapter a providentially arranged contrivance for driving dull care away
and lending spice to an existence in danger of monotony. And who shall

say and show that they were wrong ? The history of the Fraternities show
them to be social organizations ; not buri<al societies, or good literature

movements, or temperance lodges, or drinking clubs, or debating clubs,
or societies for ethical culture, or organizations for the promotion of

scholarship, or for the discouragement of it, or anything else in the known

world but what they are. The Alumnus of to-day has felt, from the first

day he ever looked inside a Fraternity magazine, that well-meaning editors
and contributors perpetrate upon the Greek public a vast deal of solemn

tommyrot, in order to keep up before the world a pretense of gravity and

importance about a thing which in cold reality possess neither. Why
should the jester pretend to be a sage, the monarch of the carnival demand
that his decrees be honored by Kings and Presidents ? Why not take our

selves, even in the midst of a college lad's self-glorification, for just what
we are ?

AVe fear that this member of Kappa Sigma sees too exclusively
through the color of his own glasses. The truth is that a man gets
out of his fraternity what he puts into it. His measure is measured

back to him again. The roisterer gets his kind, the literary man gets
his incentive, and the man who puts his heart into the ritual and

tries to make its sentiments real to himself gets what he seeks. In

common with many others, the editor of The Rainbow can say that

his Fraternity meant and means far more to him than the superficial
statements of the above article would imply. The author, however,
is frank and his view will do service in stimulating inquiry as to the

deeper meanings of fraternity life.

Tlie Scroll of Phi Delta Theta for February has this accurate

item about our own new chapter :
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The Beta Omega chapter of Delta Tau Delta was organized at the

University of California on February 5. The members were initiated by
the Stanford chapter. The new chapter starts out with a membership of

fourteen men and with prospects for a successful career. The announce

ments to the chapters of the other fraternities at Berkeley w"ere engraved
and sent as coming from the arch chapter, and were accompained by a

menu and a toast list of the installation dinner. The new chapter has four
seniors, five juniors, four sophomores and one freshman. Among the

initiates is the varsity foot ball captain. They will take no house until

next term. The success of the new" chapter is largely due to the efforts

of K. C. Babcock, instructor in the department of history at Berkeley, who
is president of the Arch Chapter of Delta Tau Delta, and who is ver}'
popular at the university. This makes thirteen fraternities now at

Berkeley, in addition to two in the dental, two in the medical, one in the
law department, and three women's fraternities. This gives Delta Tau
Delta thirty-eight chapters once more, Beta Omega taking the place of the

recently deceased AVilliams chapter.

The Scroll has this pleasant mention of our Butler Chapter :

One of the pleasant features of a rather tedious convalescence has
been the reception of a box of exquisite flowers from the Beta Zeta

Chapter of Delta Tau Delta. AVhile this may possibly not have been
intended as an inter-fraternity courtesy, we take this occasion to assure

Brother Hughes, of The Rainbow, that his chapter at Indianapolis is all

right.

A personal note from Editor Miller intimates that he is alto

gether in good hands. His physician^is a Delta, Dr. John H. Oliver,
Beta Zeta '79 ; his pastor is a Delta, Rev. E. P. Wise, Beta Zeta '87 ;
and with the undergraduate Deltas to give such delicate social courte
sies as the {ibove, our fellow" editor is in pleasant places.

From the December issue of the Delta Upsilon Quarterly we

learn that the last Convention of that fraternity " re-aflSrmed its
traditional principle of absolute non-secrecy" and that petitions
were considered from Nebraska and McGill but were laid over for a

year. The following editorial is suggestive :
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A clause in the Constitution of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity grants
to its chapters the right to administer to students in the Preparatory insti
tutions a pledge in order to bind. them to Phi Kappa Psi. The fraternity
allows the chapters to exact whatever pledge they choose of these Prepa
ratory students, and some of the chapters include in their pledge a stipu
lation that if the man pledged does not maintain his class work in the

Preparatory school to the satisfaction of the chapter pledging him, that
the chapter reserves the right to dissolve the pledge. Here is food for
reflection. The question has often arisen�what can we do to hold seem

ingly desirable Preparatorv" students and at the same time not to be so

committed to them as to cause insinuations of breech of faith in case

the men do not appear when they come to college, as they did in their

Preparatory courses. In view of recent agitation in Delta Upsilon circles,
this suggestion from Phi Kappa Psi is of more than passing interest.

Tlie Delta of Sigma Nu for March is the best issue of that

magazine that we have ever received. It indicates very loyal work
on the part of its Editor. We learn from it that the fraternity has

entered the University of Vermont. The new chapter was installed
March 5. On January 21 the fraternity entered Northwestern

University. From an article on " Remedial Legislation " by Walter

J. Sears we take the following on finances :

Our financial ills are legion. \''et they all begin and end in the one

great fault � indebtedness . The members are in debt to the chapters ;

the chapters are in debt to the Fraternity ; and the Fraternity is in debt

to its patrons. Some of the chapters, indeed, have entered upon the most

lavish improvidence, only to find themselves at last in the most hopeless
insolvency.

But such indebtedness is far reaching. It falls upon the general
Fraternity like a plague of Egypt. Her publications are hampered; her

administration is set about by a niggardly economy that blights all her

plans and purposes ; her energies are spent upon sordid fiscal affairs

when they should be given to the nobler callings of the Fraternity life.
The effect upon the chapters is equally as baneful. Not less than

30 chapters are in debt to-day and owe the Grand Recorder alone more

than $2500, ($400 on this year alone, an average of $10.00). And

worst of all, the deadening influences of these debts are falling, in most
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eases, upon those who are in no way responsible for them, but who are

made to bear the burdens of a weak and improvident ancestry. It is the

old story of the monster eating up the very substance of one's toil� the

very blood of one's life. In every case, always and forever, it drives

away the fraternal spirit, dries up the well-springs of youthful energy,
and leaves the chapter, at last, either dead or living a life of heartless

struggles or meaningless frivolities.

If Sigma Nu should compel either payment of debts by the

chapters or surrender of charters, she would find her debts vanishing
beautifully. Only the strictest methods will avail in dealing with

undergraduates at this point. Our own policy of unwavering insis

tence upon payment of debts has resulted most beneficially.
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Brother F. M. Sinsabaugh, of CarroUton, 111., desires to obtain

the following numbers of our magazine. Who will accommodate

him ? He will pay the regular prices :

Vol. II.

III.

IV.

V.

A^.

VII.

A^III.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

XVI.

XVII.

Crescent Nos.

tt

a

it

Rainbow

1-4-7-8-9.

9.

1-2-3-4-6-7-
1-2-3-4-8.
3-7-9.

5-9.

1-2-3-4-5-6.

1.

1-2.

4.

1.

2.

The Editor has a few back issues of the old Crescent and The

Rainbow which he will dispose of to brethren or chapters at the usual

figures. Accompany your inquiry with a list of desired copies.

The Northern Division Conference wiU be held at Cleveland,

O., on May 17, 18, 19, 1898. It wiH be entertained by Chapter

Zeta, of Adelbert College. Address J. A. Tracy, 845 Fairmont

St., Cleveland, O.

The annual Conference of the Southern Division will meet with

Chapter Pi, at Oxford, Miss., on Monday, June 13, 1898. This

being the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Rainbow Frater

nity, every effortwill be made to make it a most enjoyable occasion.

It is' hoped that the presence of a larger number of Rainbows and
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of several members of the Arch Chapter will prompt a large atten

dance. The chapter extends a cordial invitation to her sister chap
ters and to the Fraternity at large. For further information address
the chapter secretary or the president of the Division.
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